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NOTICE OF MEETING
CABINET MEMBER FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

THURSDAY, 1 MARCH 2018 AT 3.30 PM

THE EXECUTIVE MEETING ROOM - THIRD FLOOR,  THE GUILDHALL

Telephone enquiries to Lisa Gallacher 02392 834056
Email: lisa.gallacher@portsmouthcc.gov.uk

If any member of the public wishing to attend the meeting has access requirements, please 
notify the contact named above.

CABINET MEMBER FOR CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
Councillor Ryan Brent (Conservative)

Group Spokespersons

Councillor Rob Wood, Liberal Democrat
Labour Group Spokesperson - Vacant

(NB This Agenda should be retained for future reference with the minutes of this meeting.)

Please note that the agenda, minutes and non-exempt reports are available to view online on 
the Portsmouth City Council website:  www.portsmouth.gov.uk

Deputations by members of the public may be made on any item where a decision is 
going to be taken. The request should be made in writing to the contact officer (above) by 
12 noon of the working day before the meeting, and must include the purpose of the 
deputation (for example, for or against the recommendations). Email requests are 
accepted.

A G E N D A

1  Apologies for absence 

2  Declarations of Members' Interests 

3  Allowances and Skill Fees Annual Review (Pages 5 - 66)

Purpose of report
To provide the Cabinet Member with an update, following a review of the 
allowances and skills fees for foster carers, staying put, family link and 
lodgings plus carers; and to seek approval to implement the revised policy 
(which includes the scale of allowances & fees table) at Appendix 1.

Public Document Pack
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RECOMMENDED that the Cabinet Member:

(1) Approve the revised policy (Appendix 1) with effect from 01 
April 2018, and specifically note the following key changes:

(a) The proposal to ensure carers are paid fostering leave for 
the number of children they care for by the removal of the 
current cap of 2 children.

(b) The proposal to simplify how foster carers' leave payments 
are made as set out in section 8.

(c) The proposal to allow the payment of a skill fee to a 
temporary approved foster carer, on a case-by-case basis, 
where the temporary approved foster carer can evidence 
they meet the skill fee criteria for that specific child.

(d) The proposal not to pay an on-call fee to an on-call carer 
who declines to accommodate a child during the period they 
are on call (excluding situations where there are 
safeguarding concerns).

(e) The proposal that respite foster carers are not required to 
set-aside a proportion of the fostering allowance for long 
term savings for their children as the savings are made by 
the main foster carer.

(2) Agree that the Deputy Director of Children's Services - 
Safeguarding in consultation with the S.151 officer (or their 
representative), may adjust the Standard Fostering Allowance 
(and any allowances which are directly linked to these rates) in 
line with changes to the Government Minimum Fostering 
Allowance - South East; having consulted with carers. 

(3) Agree that the Deputy Director of Children's Services - 
Safeguarding in consultation with the S.151 officer (or their 
representative), may adjust the Staying Put, Family Link and 
Lodgings Plus Allowance in line with the percentage change to the 
relevant Government Minimum Fostering Allowance - South East; 
having consulted with carers. 

4  Children and Families Portfolio Budget Monitoring for the Third Quarter 
2017/18 (Pages 67 - 72)

Purpose of report
To inform the Cabinet Member of the projected revenue expenditure within the 
portfolio cash limit and capital programme for the current financial year 2017-
18. This report sets out the budget position and contributing factors to the 
projected year-end overspend within the portfolio as at the end of December 
2017. 

RECOMMENDED that the Cabinet Member: 
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(1) Notes the Children and Families Portfolio forecast budget 
position, at the end of December 2017, of £3.0m in excess of 
current approved cash limit provision and the explanation 
provided for this significant increase in projected overspend since 
the beginning of the year.

(2) Notes the steps which have been taken to strengthen the scrutiny 
of care placement decisions with a view to controlling costs where 
possible and the further development this year of approaches to 
managing demand, with the aim of reducing the projected 
overspend position and delivering a balanced budget within the 
area of Children's Social Care. 

(3) Notes the capital programme spending is currently in line with the 
approved capital budget.

Members of the public are permitted to use both audio visual recording devices and social media 
during this meeting, on the understanding that it neither disrupts the meeting nor records those 
stating explicitly that they do not wish to be recorded. Guidance on the use of devices at 
meetings open to the public is available on the Council's website and posters on the wall of the 
meeting's venue.

Whilst every effort will be made to webcast this meeting, should technical or other difficulties 
occur, the meeting will continue without being webcast via the Council's website.

This meeting is webcast (videoed), viewable via the Council's livestream account at 
https://livestream.com/accounts/14063785  

https://livestream.com/accounts/14063785
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Title of meeting: Cabinet member for Children and Families 

Date of meeting: 01 March 2018 

Subject: Allowances and Skill Fees Annual Review 

Report from: Sarah Newman - Deputy Director of Children's Services - 
Safeguarding 

Report by: Kate Freeman - Head of Looked After Children Service 

 

Wards affected: All 

Key decision: No 

Full Council decision: No 

 

 
1. Purpose of report 
 

1.1. The purpose of this report is to provide the Cabinet Member with an update, 
following a review of the allowances and skills fees for foster carers, staying 
put, family link and lodgings-plus carers; and to seek approval to implement 
the revised policy (which includes the scale of allowances and fees table) at 
Appendix 1. 

 
2. Recommendations 
 

2.1. It is recommended that the Cabinet Member approve the revised policy 
(Appendix 1) with effect from 01 April 2018, and specifically note the 
following key changes: 
 

2.1.1. The proposal to ensure carers are paid fostering leave for the 
number of children they care for by the removal of the current cap of 
2 children. 

 
2.1.2. The proposal to simplify how foster carers' leave payments are made 

as set out in section 8. 
 

2.1.3. The proposal to allow the payment of a skill fee to a temporary 
approved foster carer, on a case-by-case basis, where the temporary 
approved foster carer can evidence they meet the skill fee criteria for 
that specific child. 

 
2.1.4. The proposal not to pay an on-call fee to an on-call carer who 

declines to accommodate a child during the period they are on call 
(excluding situations where there are safeguarding concerns). 

 
2.1.5. The proposal that respite foster carers are not required to set-aside a 

proportion of the fostering allowance for long term savings for their 
children as the savings are made by the main foster carer. 
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2.2. Agree that the Deputy Director of Children's Services - Safeguarding in 
consultation with the S.151 officer (or their representative), may adjust 
the Standard Fostering Allowance (and any allowances which are 
directly linked to these rates) in line with changes to the Government 
Minimum Fostering Allowance - South East; having consulted with 
carers.  

 
2.3. Agree that the Deputy Director of Children's Services - Safeguarding in 

consultation with the S.151 officer (or their representative), may adjust 
the Staying Put, Family Link and Lodgings Plus Allowance in line with 
the percentage change to the relevant Government Minimum Fostering 
Allowance - South East; having consulted with carers.  

 
  
3. Background 

 
3.1. In line with the 'National Minimum Standards (NMS) for Fostering Services'1 

(NMS), the Council is required: 'to ensure each foster carer receives at least 
the national minimum allowance for the foster child, plus any necessary 
agreed expenses for the care, education and reasonable leisure interests of 
the child, including insurance, holidays, birthdays, school trips, and religious 
festivals etc., which cover the full cost of caring for each child placed with 
her/him'. 

 
3.2. In addition, the NMS requires the Council to have a clear and transparent 

written policy on payments to foster carers, which sets out the criteria for 
calculating payments and distinguishes between the allowance paid and any 
fee paid.  

 
3.3. There is a statutory requirement to annually review allowances and fees and 

to consult with carers and inform them of any changes. 
 

3.4. In line with the statutory requirement to annually review allowances and fees, 
a consultation on the proposals contained within this report, was undertaken 
with carers from the 26 October 2017 to 10 November 2017. During this period 
carers were given the opportunity to provide feedback on the proposals. The 
consultation document was sent to 238 fostering and Lodgings Plus 
Households. 19 responses were received, representing 8% of the households 
consulted. 92% of caring households did not respond. Of the 8% who did 
respond the majority supported the proposed changes. The responses to the 
consultation have been summarised at Appendix 2. 

 
3.5. The proposals contained within this report seek to ensure that the recruitment 

of foster carers, staying put carers, family link and lodgings plus carers for 
Portsmouth children and young people, continues to be effectively promoted 
by approving a legally compliant and competitive financial support package; 
ensuring Portsmouth City Council remains competitive in the market place. 
The full policy is attached at Appendix 1. 

 

                                            
1 Fostering Services: National Minimum Standards, Department for Education 
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4. Proposed Changes  

 
4.1. The key changes proposed to the allowances and skill fees policy is explained 

in the sections below. 
 

5. Child Long-Term Savings 
 

5.1. Since the last update of the allowances and skills fee policy foster carers have 
been allowed to set up bank accounts for young people, who then manage 
these accounts across their minority through to independence, accessing their 
savings as and when it is reasonable to do so. The current policy does not 
specify the expectation of respite carers in relation to long-term savings 
causing confusion and administrative difficulties for carers.  

 
5.2. Respite placements take place for the duration of a few days or weeks (usually 

two or less) to provide a short break for the child from their family or short/long 
term foster carer.  

 
5.3. It is therefore proposed that respite foster carers are not required to set aside 

a proportion of the fostering allowance for long-term savings, this proportion of 
the allowance should be used to maintain the child for the period of the respite 
care. Deductions for long-term savings will remain the responsibility of the 
child's short/long-term carer.  

 
6. Skill fee payments 
 

6.1. As laid out in the Allowances and Skills Fee policy (Appendix 1), foster carers 
receive different skill fee payments when evidenced through the care they 
provide to children.   

 
6.2. Currently temporary approved foster carers will not receive a skill fee until they 

have been fully approved via the Fostering Panel process. This is because 
they are not expected to undertake core training and complete their Training, 
Support and Development Standards Workbook until they have been fully 
approved.  

 
6.3. It has been recognised that some temporarily approved foster carers, often 

friends and family of fully approved foster carers, are caring for very 
challenging children on a respite basis while the child's main carer is on leave. 
This provides consistency for the child who would otherwise move to live with 
someone they do not know. In recognition of this it is proposed to allow the 
payment of a skill fee to a temporary approved foster carer, on a case-by-case 
basis and authorised by the Head Looked After Children Service, where the 
temporary approved foster carer can evidence they meet the skill fee criteria.  
This is to ensure equity across the service. 

 
7. On-call emergency placement fee 
 

7.1. An on-call fee is currently paid to foster carers who make themselves available 
to offer emergency placements out-of-office hours for a specific period. Carers 
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need to be willing and able to offer a placement to a child who may need to 
come into care at any time during the day or night during the period they are 
on call, and keep them in their care until the office reopens.  

 
7.2. It is proposed that where an on call carer declines to accommodate a child 

during the period they are on call they will not receive the on call fee for that 
period unless there are safeguarding concerns that make the placement 
inappropriate.  This change has been made as we have experienced 
situations where carers paid for on-call have refused placements.   

 
8. Foster Carers leave 

 
8.1. It is proposed to simplify foster carers leave payments so that it is less 

resource intensive and more transparent to carers.  
 

8.2. The new process will calculate their leave entitlement on a nightly basis.   
Carers will receive a leave payment each week they foster and the leave 
payment will appear separately on the carer's remittance advice. Carers may 
wish to save their payments for leave for the periods that they have a break in 
caring for children.  

 
8.3. It is also proposed that foster carers will now be paid leave for every child 

fostered during the year instead of capping payments to a maximum of 2 
children.  This was a historical policy and relates to a previous two-placement-
only policy. This policy is no longer in place and therefore the cap in relation to 
carers' leave is no longer relevant.  

 
9. Reasons for recommendations 
 

9.1. The recommendations contained within this report, seek to ensure that the 
Council has a clear and transparent written policy on payments to foster 
carers, which sets out the criteria for calculating payments and distinguishes 
between the allowance paid and any fee paid, in line with the requirements of 
the National Minimum Standards for Fostering Services. In addition, the 
proposals seek to ensure that the fostering service remains competitive and 
that carers receive an appropriate skills payment in relation to their skills and 
experience. 

 
10. Equality Impact Assessment 

 
10.1. A preliminary Equality Impact Assessment has been completed and is 

attached at Appendix 3. The preliminary assessment indicates that a full 
assessment is not required as the proposals contained within this report and 
the attached policy does not affect a particular equality group.  

 
11. Legal implications 
 

11.1. The Council is under a legal obligation to review the level of foster carer's 
allowances to ensure that it is in line with the Government published minimum 
allowances.  
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11.2. The Council also needs to consider the minimum standards published by the 
department of Education. These minimum standards are used by Ofsted when 
inspecting fostering services. Minimum standards do not mean standardisation 
of provision. The standards are designed to be applicable to the wide variety 
of different types of fostering service. They aim to enable, rather than prevent, 
individual providers to develop their own particular ethos and approach based 
on evidence that this is the most appropriate way to meet the child’s needs.  

 
11.3. The minimum standards should ensure that foster carers are clear on the 

expectations on them, and on the Council to provide support and training for 
them to meet those expectations. When it comes to finances standard 28 
states: 

 
"Criteria for calculating fees and allowances are applied equally to all foster 
carers, whether the foster carer is related to the child or unrelated, or the 
placement is short or long term" 

 
11.4. The aim is to achieve a situation where payments are fair and paid in a timely 

way and foster carers are clear about the fostering services payment structure 
and the payments due. 

 
11.5. This report and consultation results identify that foster carers do have 

concerns about the payment structure. Whilst there will always be a risk of 
challenge to a payment structure or level, the consultation process and 
continued alignment with the minimum allowances the risk is minimised.  

 
12. Director of Finance's comment 

 
12.1. The Council reviews and uprates the weekly amounts payable to its foster 

carers on an annual basis.  This ensures that the Standard Fostering 
Allowance that foster carers receive remain equivalent to the Government 
published national minimum fostering allowances for the South East. 

 
12.2. In order to quantify the potential financial impact of revising the methodology 

and mechanism through which the Council pays it foster carers for their leave 
entitlement the 2016/17 data was used.  The new daily rate was applied to the 
data and compared to the 2016/17 leave cost.  The cost of the leave increased 
by circa £10,000 per year, largely due to the maximum entitlement no longer 
being limited to two children.  Whilst there is an additional cost, the new 
mechanism is more transparent and simple for carers, because the process is 
now managed through the foster carers' payments system rather than manual 
adjustments at year end.  Using the payments system will minimise the risk of 
incorrect payments and the costs associated with officer time calculating the 
entitlement. 

 
12.3. Allowing temporary approved foster carers to receive a skill fee will potentially 

have an adverse impact on the cost of the service, however this is expected to 
be minimal due to the requests only being approved based on a case-by-case 
basis. 
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……………………………… 
Signed by: Sarah Newman, Deputy Director of Children's Services - Safeguarding 
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Appendices: 
 
Appendix 1 - Portsmouth City Council - Fostering, Staying Put, Family Link and 
Lodgings Plus Allowances (LAC) for 2018-2019. 
 
 
Appendix 2 - Responses to the consultation 
 
 
 
Appendix 3 - Equalities Impact Assessment 
 
 
 
Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 
 
The following documents disclose facts or matters, which have been relied upon to a 
material extent by the author in preparing this report: 
 

Title of document Location 

Fostering Services - National 
Minimum Standards, 
Department for Education 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/fostering-
services-national-minimum-standards 
  

Allowances and Skill Fees 
Financial Modelling 

Children's Finance Team 

 
 
 
The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/ 

rejected by ……………………………… on ……………………………… 

 
 
 
 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by:  
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1. Standard Fostering Allowance 

 

1.1. Portsmouth City Council in line with Fostering Services: National Minimum Standards 
is committed to ensuring that foster carers receive appropriate and timely financial 
support when caring for a child or young person.  

 
1.2. Portsmouth City Council has set their weekly standard fostering allowances in line with 

the Government National Minimum South East Fostering Allowance Rates. 
 
1.3. Additional allowances are payable to allow for expenditure connected with birthdays, 

holidays and a religious festival – which is usually paid at Christmas unless otherwise 
requested. If the child moves before Christmas, any gifts which have been bought 
should follow the child, either to a subsequent placement, or home to family.  

 
1.4. Allowances and fees are reviewed annually and carers will be consulted and informed 

of any changes. 
 

1.5. Foster carers are not eligible to claim or receive Child Benefit for a foster child and the 
fostered child cannot be included in the foster family’s claim for benefits or Tax 
Credits. Anyone who does so is committing an act of Fraud. Carers in receipt of 
benefits should contact the benefits agency to inform them of the allowance and any 
fees they receive through their fostering role and identify if there is an impact on their 
benefits. Foster carers cannot claim free school meals for a fostered child. The 
fostering allowance covers all food costs incurred by the child whilst in placement 
including school meals or packed lunches and meal costs during family contact.  

 
1.6. When a child with a disability is placed, Foster Carers must inform their Supervising 

Social Worker to enable the Children's Services Department to claim all state benefits 
which are applicable in respect of caring for that child. No additional expenses are 
available from Children’s Services and it is the expectation that additional expenses 
incurred by the carer will be offset by use of the child's Disability Living Allowance. 

 
1.7. Disability Living Allowance  

 
Where a child is placed who is, or may be, entitled to Disability Living Allowance (DLA) 
it will be the responsibility of the child's social worker to make a claim on behalf of the 
child. If a child is in receipt of DLA, prior to becoming a looked after child, the child’s 
social worker should be involved in discussions with the parent concerning transfer of 
the DLA to the foster carer. The DLA benefit contains both a care and mobility 
component and is paid at different rates according to the child’s needs. It is the 
responsibility of the foster carer to inform the child's social worker and their 
Supervising Social Worker if a child in their care is awarded DLA. The foster carer will 
be responsible for spending the child's DLA is line with the following guidelines - carers 
will not be expected to make additional claims to Children's Services to meet costs that 
can be covered by the DLA.  
 

1.8. It is intended that the DLA be used to enhance the child’s life so that the child derives 
maximum benefit from the payment of this benefit. The money is not intended to be 
saved for the child for use in later years as this could result in them being penalised. 
For example, if there is more than £3,000 in an account when the child returns home 
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this will affect any benefits claimed by the parents. For a child reaching 16 a sum of 
more than £8,000 will affect their claim for income support and housing benefits. The 
child’s social worker must be involved in discussion on how the DLA can be used to 
improve the child’s life and the carer's Supervising Social Worker is responsible for 
monitoring the way the money is spent via foster carer supervision. 
 

Examples of how the money could be spent: 
 

 Activities that are costly e.g. horse riding, after school clubs. 

 Provision of an escort to enable social events to be attended. 

 Extra helper for an outing or holiday. 

 Taxi fares for trips out. 

 Special holiday for the child, which could include covering the family’s expenses. 

 Caravan expenses so that the child can have regular breaks in a familiar place. 

 Extra support such as child sitting service, using individuals who are Disclosure and 
Barring Service checked. 

 Individual equipment such as computer, communication aids. 

 Laundry service and appliances. 

 Replacement clothing where there is excessive wear and tear on clothing. 

 Additional heating costs. 

 Additional help with personal care. 

 Anything that will improve the child’s life. 

 Special toys to meet child’s needs – which may be of therapeutic value. 

 Domestic help to allow carer to spend more time with child. 
 

Please note that all escorts or helpers must have a current Disclosure and Barring 
Service check to ensure their suitability. 

Examples of hidden costs: 

 Additional heating. 

 Diet e.g. greater use of convenience foods to allow carer to spend more time with 
the child. 

 Additional wear and tear on domestic appliances e.g. washing machine, tumble 
drier, microwave etc. 

 Damage to property. 

 Road tax, insurance and maintenance costs of a second or larger car (NB exempt 
from road tax if paid higher rate of mobility allowance and this allowance can also 
be used to lease a car through mobility scheme, which then includes servicing 
costs).  

 
1.9. All foster carers including those in receipt of fostering allowances only are considered 

to be self-employed and must register with Her Majesty's Revenue and Customs 
(HMRC) as such. It is the carers' responsibility to hold their remittance slips for 
minimum period of six years. If copies are lost, or carers require a hard copy of 
electronic remittance slips we can print them on request, however there will be a 
charge to cover the associated costs (see Appendix A). 

 
1.10. An end of year tax statement will be sent to all foster carers by the Finance Team. 

Further copies of the end of tax year statement can be requested if the original is 
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misplaced for which there will be a charge to cover the associated costs (see 
Appendix A).  

 
1.11. Fostering allowances and other income from fostering e.g. fees are considered income 

by HMRC. In April 2003 new Tax Relief measures were introduced. Further 
information on this can be accessed from the Fostering Network website: 
https://www.thefosteringnetwork.org.uk/advice-information/finances/tax-and-national-
insurance 

 
1.12. A useful on line course for foster carers regarding tax matters is available from the 

HMRC web site: http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/courses/syob2/fc/HTML/fc_menu.html. 
 

1.13. The weekly rates for Portsmouth City Council's Fostering Allowances are set out in 
Appendix A. 

 
1.14. The fostering allowance covers all normal costs of caring for the child, including: 

 

 Food including school dinner money or packed lunches and meal costs 
incurred by the foster carer at family contact  

 Household expenses e.g. additional gas/electricity, wear and tear of 
furniture, carpets, washing machine etc., telephone usage, minor breakages  

 Clothing including shoes 

 Annual school uniform including uniform for a new school when the child has 
been in placement for six months plus   

 Toiletries/sanitary ware 

 Haircuts and other personal needs  

 General travel costs relating to the child's placement (including travel to and 
from the local school) and meetings relating to the child - see section on 
travel expenses for further details 

 School photographs, contribution to school funds, etc. 

 Pocket money 

 Long term savings for the child 

 Toys/books and games  

 All hobbies and activities and associated costs e.g. uniform/outings (cubs, 
swimming, judo, brownies etc.) 

 Standard school trips  

 Life story equipment, photographs, printing, photograph albums etc. 

 Medication – head lice lotions etc. 

 Baby expenses such as nappies, oils, creams, milk and baby feeding 
equipment etc. 

 Baby-sitters / child care for ordinary family social activities/carers personal 
commitments  

 Play group/nursery fees where charged and not agreed within the Care Plan  
 

1.15. A breakdown by expenditure of the fostering allowance has not been produced. This is 
based on the principle advocated by Fostering Network that a generalised breakdown 
of allowances is overly prescriptive and the expenditure should be made on the needs 
of the specific child and using the professional judgment of the foster carer. Foster 
carers are not expected to spend the total fostering allowance each week but are 
expected to manage the overall budget over the course of the year or the duration of 
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the placement. Guidelines are given in the table of allowances for the proportion of 
clothing, long term savings and pocket money allowance included in the fostering 
allowance. The clothing and pocket money allowances are paid directly to young 
people aged 16 and 17 and deducted from the fostering allowance paid to the carer 
(see Appendix A).  

 
1.16. Personal allowances and clothing allowance for 16 and 17 year old looked after 

young people in foster care and supported lodgings 
 

Once a young person reaches the age of 16 years, they are entitled to receive their 
Personal Allowance and Clothing Allowance in their own right, which is deducted from 
the carer’s weekly standard fostering allowance. This allowance can either be paid 
direct to the Young Person’s bank account or continue to be paid direct to the carer to 
pass on to the young person as agreed between the young person, carer and young 
person's case worker. 
 

1.17. Payments to young people in foster homes who have left school 
 
A weekly Personal Allowance (see Appendix A) is paid to young people in foster 
homes who have left school.  The Personal allowance is to cover all of the young 
person's personal needs, clothing, and some local travel.  

 
1.18. Young people unemployed or in full-time education (excluding youth training) 

 
A young person is entitled to a weekly Personal Allowance (See Appendix A). 
Young people will be expected to pay for their own travel to and from education if they 
are receiving a bursary. If their travel costs are significant due to the distance from 
placement to education then an additional payment may be made by PCC even if the 
young person has a bursary on a case by case basis in discussion with the young 
person's social worker. Where the young person is not eligible for a bursary and the 
college is not meeting the travel costs as part of the course then PCC will pay for 
public transport to and from education. 

 
1.19. Young people in employment or youth training 

 
Any foster carers aware that young people are working, need to inform the PCC 
finance department for advice about what they will need to do on 02392 841959 or you 
can email cflfinance@portsmouthcc.gov.uk  

 
1.20. Any earnings from legitimate employment up to £50.00 per week will be disregarded. 

However any earnings under £50.00 per week will be supplemented up to this £50.00 
limit by no more than the personal allowance (see Appendix A). 

 
Proof of earnings by the presentation of weekly or monthly wage slips will be required 
to qualify for this top up. 

 
1.21. Young people in employment or Youth Training should contribute up to 1/3 of their 

average net pay towards their maintenance costs and their contribution must be paid 
direct to the Foster Carer / department. The Carers weekly payments will then be 
adjusted accordingly. Net pay is the gross pay after compulsory deductions (Income 
tax, National Insurance etc.). This must be negotiated between the young person, 
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carer and their social worker and the finance team informed of the amount to be 
deducted from the carer's allowance.  

 
1.22. The young person must retain the remaining 2/3 of the net pay towards the purchase 

of clothing, travel and recreation etc. The minimum amount to be retained is the 
personal allowance plus the actual cost of travel to and from work. The weekly amount 
of supplementation required from the Children’s Services is the amount by which the 
young person’s weekly contributions falls short of the 16 - 17 year old age banded 
weekly standard fostering allowance plus any skill fee payable minus the personal 
allowance.  

 
1.23. Young people will always be better off if working, but will need to contribute towards 

their own rent if they are earning. Foster Carers will receive the same amount per 
week made up of payments from the Department and young person. The carer will 
continue to receive birthday/festival allowance for the young person.  

  
1.24. Any contributions collected by Portsmouth City Council must be deposited in line with 

the Financial Rules of the Authority. 
 

1.25. Young people starting work or undergoing training 
 
Expenditure on necessary clothing, equipment and tools may be provided and paid for 
by the Service in appropriate cases as agreed by the young person's social worker 
and manager. All receipts will be returned to the Finance Team (Core 2, Floor 5 Civic 
Offices) for audit purposes.  Where receipts are not received within 14 days of the 
payment the expenditure will be recovered from future payments to the foster carer. 

 

Foster Care payments will always cease on the night before the Young person’s 18th 
birthday. Further payments may be made under 'Staying Put' and should be agreed 
as part of the young person's Pathway Plan at least 4 weeks prior to the 18th 
birthday. The Finance Team MUST be notified and receive the necessary 
documentation of the 'Staying Put' decision so that they can arrange a seamless 
payment transition. The Finance Team MUST also be informed immediately of any 
changes to, or ending of, Staying Put Allowances to ensure carers are not under or 
over paid.  

 

2. Staying Put  

 
2.1. When young people reach the age of 18, Portsmouth City Council will pay the 'Staying 

Put' carers the full Lodgings Plus level payment for 2 weeks to help see them through the 
transition. The young person will be expected pay their contribution and claim housing 
benefit which the carer will also receive when it has been processed. 
 

2.2. It is expected that young people fund at least part of this arrangement themselves, by 
making payments for their accommodation from their earnings, bursary, allowance or 
benefits. It is also expected that they maximise their income by claiming any benefits they 
are entitled to towards their income and rent such as Job Seekers Allowance, Housing 
Benefit/ Universal Credit. The young person must declare their income to their carer and 
Personal Advisor in order for their contribution to be calculated.  
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2.3. Portsmouth City Council will support the Staying Put Arrangement by topping up any 
Housing Benefit awarded and the Young person's contribution with a Staying Put 
Allowance. The total payment of the combination of funding from the Young Person's 
contribution, Housing Benefit and Staying Put Allowance will equate to the current 
Lodgings Plus rate (including meal allowance). The amount of Staying Put Allowance will 
vary from carer to carer as the young person's contribution will vary dependant on their 
earnings and housing benefit will vary from home to home but the overall total will be the 
same unless they are entitled to an Exceptional Staying Put Premium (see 2.7 Additional 
Allowances). 

 
2.4. Living away from the former foster carer’s home for temporary periods such as attending 

higher education courses does not preclude a ‘Staying Put’ arrangement. This might 
include a residential further education institution; undertaking induction training for the 
armed services or other training or employment programmes that require a young person 
to live away from home.  

 
2.5. When young people return to former foster carers in a Staying Put Arrangement during 

the holidays, payments will be made to support the placement. The payment for the 
holiday period will be made up in the usual way of Housing Benefit, Young Person's 
Contribution and Staying Put Allowance. Payments are not usually made during the 
period of time when young people are not resident in the Staying Put arrangement i.e. for 
university students no payments are made whilst young people are in halls but could be 
made if they return home for the weekend (see 2.7 Additional Allowances in relation to 
An Away From Home Premium). 

 
2.6. The Staying Put Allowance will be paid direct from Portsmouth City Council, the Housing 

Benefit will be paid direct to the carer from Portsmouth City Council Housing Benefit team 
and the young person will pay their contribution directly to the carer. 

 
2.7. Additional Allowances 

 
It is anticipated that when young people move into a Staying Put arrangement they will 
require less support and supervision from their former foster carers. It is expected that 
they will not need constant supervision and should be able to be left in the home 
unsupervised for periods of time, able to make some meals for themselves, get 
themselves where they need to be with little prompting. This is therefore reflected in the 
lower payment that is made for young people in a Staying Put arrangement. 
 

2.8. However it is recognised that not all young people develop at the same rate. Some young 
people may need as much support and supervision at 18 that you might expect to be 
required by a younger child. As a result there is the ability for an Exceptional Staying Put 
Premium to be paid. This premium can top the weekly payment up further to the level of 
a foster allowance that the former foster carer had been receiving. This will only be paid 
where this is appropriate to support a young person needing a high level of support and 
supervision and is expected to reduce over time as young people develop their 
independence. 
 

2.9. Where the young person is open to the adult social work team due to their additional 
needs any additional payments would need to be agreed with the Adult Service and the 
Head Looked After Children Service including any sharing of the costs as with other 
young people the premium will be reviewed at least 3 monthly. In some circumstances it 
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may be appropriate for a former foster carer to be assessed, approved and supported as 
a Shared Lives Carer. This should be considered as part of the young person's Pathway 
Plan.  

 
2.10. Where the young person does not meet the criteria for an adult social worker, this 

exceptional premium would need to be agreed by the Head Looked After Children 
Service. It would be required to review the payment with the Head Looked After Children 
Service no less than 3 monthly to ensure that plans were in place to reduce the support 
needed. It would be expected that the additional allowance would reduce over time to no 
additional payment as the young person catches up with their peers. 

 
2.11. It needs to be recognised that this young person would need to gain independence skills 

as soon as possible as they are already an adult and a high level of continuing support is 
not realistic or beneficial. If the young person is not developing then additional support, 
re-referral to adult services, and the appropriateness of the Staying Put arrangement 
should be considered. 

 
2.12. For those young people staying away from home Staying Put allowances are only usually 

paid during the time they are staying with their carer. An Away From Home Premium can 
be made in order to stabilise the placement if agreed by the Head Looked After Children 
Service. This could be to enable the carer to visit the young person or to provide 
additional support for a period of time this additional payment would be time limited.  

 
2.13. Financial Contributions From Young People 

 
All young people need to make a financial contribution towards their rent and care costs. 
Young people claiming benefits or earning up to £50 per week will not be expected to 
make a weekly contribution as the first £50 is discounted. However if the young person 
and their carer agree that the young person purchases their own food then this amount 
will be reduced to a mutually agreed amount. 

 
2.14. Young people in receipt of payments over £50 per week are expected to pay a 

contribution amounting to 1/3 of their weekly earnings (the first £50 having been 
disregarded). So if a young person earns £80 per week they will pay a contribution of £10 
per week (1/3 of £30).  

 
2.15. Means Tested Benefits 

Where: 
 A young person continues to reside with their former foster carer after their 

eighteenth birthday on a non-commercial and familial basis; and  

 The child was Looked After immediately prior to their eighteenth birthday; and  

 The payments are made by the local authority to the carer under section 23C of the 

Children Act 1989 (continuing functions in respect of former relevant children); 

then the payments are disregarded in calculating the carers’ entitlement to means-tested  
benefits.  
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2.16. When a commercial arrangement is made, (i.e. any element of the cost of the 
arrangement comes from a source other than section 23C), the non-section 23C element 
will be taken into account in the calculation of the carer’s own means-tested benefit 
claim.   

 
2.17. Additionally, the disregard is lost on the whole payment (section 23C and non-section 

23C elements) when the young person first leaves the Staying Put arrangement, should 
the young person return to their former foster/Staying Put carer or move to another carer 
after their eighteenth birthday. 

 
2.18. Housing Benefit/Universal Credit 

All young people are expected to claim housing benefit to contribute towards their 
Staying Put arrangements unless their earnings are such that they do not qualify for 
housing benefit. Where carers are claiming Housing Benefit for their home the young 
person will not be eligible to apply. 

2.19. Council Tax and Council Tax Benefit 

The position regarding Council Tax will vary depending on the circumstances of the 
carers, the number of adults in the household and the activity that the young person is 
engaged in. 

2.20. Young people undertaking full time education are ‘invisible’ for council tax purposes. 
 
2.21. Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC), Income Tax and National Insurance 

For HMRC purposes only, there is a broader definition of ‘Staying Put. A ‘Staying Put’ 
carer (for HMRC purposes only) does not need to be a registered foster carer or former 
foster carer. This means that young people are able to return to a different Staying Put 
carer between the age of 18 and 21 (or until the completion of an education or training 
course) - for example during a university vacation.  

2.22. Where a Staying Put arrangement meets the HMRC qualifying criteria (and where the 
young adult continues to be cared for as a member of the carer’s family) the Income Tax 
and National Insurance rules that apply to foster carers are extended to Staying Put 
carers. The young people are required to share the Staying Put carers’ home and daily 
family life during the placement’ i.e. live as a ‘member of the carer’s family’. This system 
provides for foster carers and/or Staying Put carers to earn up to a given amount without 
paying Income Tax or Class 4 National Insurance Contributions on their caring income.  

 
2.23. The Income Tax free allowance consists of two elements, a fixed amount per foster care 

or Staying Put household and an additional amount per week per child.  
 

2.24. Where there is more than one paid Staying Put carer in the household, the allowance is 
shared equally by both carers. 

 
2.25. The tax free allowance only applies to the Staying Put carer’s income from caring. If they 

have income from other sources, they will pay tax on that income in the normal manner. 
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2.26. Individual carers can consult their local HMRC office for guidance on their circumstances 
and liabilities. 

 
2.27. For National Insurance Contributions purposes, in practice HMRC will treat the taxable 

profit from foster care or Staying Put care as earnings from self-employment. Foster care 
and Staying Put care is deemed as self-employment and as such carers should register 
as self-employed. All self-employed people aged 16 and over who are below State 
Pension age are liable and must register to pay Class 2 National Insurance 
Contributions.  

 
2.28. Insurance (Including Liability and Household Insurance)  

 
Staying Put carers will be provided with information about liability insurance cover in 
situations where Staying Put young people may make an allegation against a foster child 
in placement, or against their Staying Put carer/s, or an allegation is made against the 
Staying Put young person. The majority of foster carers hold public liability insurance 
stemming from their local authority membership of Fostering Network or the British 
Association for Adoption and Fostering.  

 
Further information on this can be accessed from HM Government 'Staying Put' 
Department for Education (DfE), Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) and HMRC 
Guidance  
https://www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/201015/St
aying_Put_Guidance.pdf 

 
3. Savings 

 
3.1. The weekly standard fostering allowance includes an amount that should be set aside as 

long term savings for the child. As this amount is a proportion of the standard fostering 
allowance (Government National Minimum South East Fostering Allowance Rates) the 
amount set aside for long term savings is considered income by HMRC. See 1.11 and 
1.12 for guidance.  
 

3.2. Respite carers are not required to set aside a proportion of the fostering allowance for 
long term savings. This proportion of the allowance should be used to maintain the child 
for the period of respite care. 

 
3.3. It is the expectation that foster carers will encourage and support young people to save in 

order to teach them the value of saving and enable young people to have access to 
some financial independence. Where the levels of savings merit it carers should set up a 
savings account on behalf of the young person for the long term savings element of the 
fostering allowance (see APPENDIX D - Savings Guidance).  

 
3.4. It is expected that young people will want to access their savings from time to time to 

enable them to access more expensive experiences and items such as holidays, school 
trips, lap tops, bicycles, musical instrument etc. The use of the young person's savings 
must be considered before any additional allowance can be paid to meet these costs. 
The young person should have the option to use their savings or forgo the item and 
continue to build their savings if that is their preference. A decision to release a young 
person's savings for an identified expenditure should be made by the foster carer in 
consultation with the child's social worker and the Supervising Social Worker.  
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3.5. Any outstanding balance of the young person's long term savings will be given to the 

young person by their foster carer around their 18th birthday in consultation with the 
young person's social worker.  

 
4. Payments and Expenses 

 
4.1 We are only allowed to discuss carers payment details with carers, we cannot discus 

payments with a third party. Therefore the Finance Team will ask carers security 
questions when contacted. Please ensure you have your Creditor’s Reference number to 
hand. This either commences with an F or an A. 

 
4.2 Payments are made weekly for the current week (Sunday - Saturday) and paid directly 

into the carer’s bank account by BACS. Payment should be received into a nominated 
bank account on a Friday.  New foster carers will automatically be paid via BACS. 
Cheque payments will only be made to those carers who have a particular type of 
Building Society / Benefits account. 

 
4.3 Emergency Cash Payments can be made for either initial clothing at £50.00 maximum 

per child (essential clothing items only), or one week's standard fostering allowance per 
child up to a maximum of £200.  

 
4.4 Any cash payments raised in relation to the standard Fostering allowance will be 

deducted from the carers next payment on PCC’s electronic payment system. Receipts 
are required for any payment for expenses paid by cash or through Portsmouth City 
Council's electronic payments system. All receipts should be forwarded to the Education, 
Children and Families Finance Team (Floor 5, Core 2 Civic Offices) within 14 days of 
purchase. 

 
4.5 All overpayments made to foster carers, Care Leavers, prospective adopters, Adoptive 

and Residence Order Carers, Special Guardians, Lodgings Plus carers, Landlords, 
young people in receipt of Personal Allowances and temporary approved foster carers, or 
anyone in receipt of a payment must repay overpayments in full.  Please see section 5 of 
this policy for more detail on how the Authority will recover money in the event of an 
overpayment being made. 

 
4.6 If expenses are incurred that are not covered by this Procedure, the payment must be 

approved by the Senior Manager BEFORE the carer incurs the expense. An internal 
CC12 form must be completed, signed by the Supervising Social Worker, Service/Team 
Leader and the Head Looked After Children Service. Receipts must be returned to the 
Finance Team (Core 2, Floor 5 Civic Offices) within 14 days of purchase. 

 
4.7 Fostering allowances are paid from the night the foster placement commences up to and 

including the night prior to the child leaving the foster home or becoming 18 years of age. 
Payments are made on a pro rata basis i.e. a one night placement is paid at one seventh 
of the age related fostering allowance and any fee payable.  

 
4.8 This includes payments to a ‘connected person’ who has been granted temporary 

approval as a foster carer under Regulation 24 or Regulation 25 of the Care Planning, 
Placement and Case Review (England) Regulations 2010. The fostering allowance will 
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be paid according to the child’s age as if the carer had been approved by the Agency 
Decision Maker following presentation to the fostering panel.  

 
4.9 Allowances are paid in these circumstances for a maximum of 16 weeks. If the applicant 

has not been approved by fostering panel within this time frame, under exceptional 
circumstances the Agency Decision Maker may agree to extend their temporary approval 
under Regulation 25 of the Care Planning, Placement and Case Review (England) 
Regulations 2010, for a further period of 8 weeks (maximum of 24 weeks in total from 
date of placement). Any payment beyond 24 weeks may in exceptional circumstances be 
agreed by the Head Looked After Children Service.  

 
5. Overpayments policy  

 
5.1 Where an overpayment occurs, the Children's Finance team will notify the carer(s) 

outlining the overpayment and detailing how it will be recovered.  Notification of the 
overpayment will also be sent to the Children's Social Care service. 

 
5.2 Where a carer is in receipt of future ongoing payments: 
 

i. If the overpayment equates to 3 nights or less of their continuing standard 
weekly payment amount, then the overpayment will be recovered in full from the 
following weeks payment. 

 
ii. If the overpayment equates to 4 nights or more, then the overpayment will be 

recovered in weekly instalments up to a maximum if 3/7ths of the standard 
weekly amount, for a maximum of 8 weeks. 

 
iii. If the overpayment exceeds the thresholds in i or ii above, then an invoice will 

be raised to recover the overpayment. 
 
5.3 Where the carer is no longer in receipt of future ongoing payments, an invoice will be 

raised to recover the overpayment. 
 
5.4 If the carer cannot repay the invoice within 28 days contact will be made with the carer(s) 

by the credit control team and an affordable re-payment plan will be devised. 
 
5.5 The credit control team will monitor the re-payment and take further recovery action 

where agreed arrangements are not maintained; this may include legal action to recover 
the funds. 

 
5.6 On the rare occasion that a placement has ended and you are still receiving payments, 

please contact the Children's finance team immediately on telephone no 023 9284 1959 
or in writing to the Education, Children's and Families Finance Team, Floor 5, Core 2, 
Civic Offices, Guildhall Square, Portsmouth, PO1 2EA to prevent further overpayments 
being made. 

 
6 Absences from the foster home 
 
6.1 Payments at the full nightly rate (fostering allowance and any fees payable) may be 

made during a child’s absence from the foster home where the absence is beyond the 
foster carer’s control and provided that it is intended the child will return to that 
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foster home e.g. if the child is in hospital or has absconded, for a maximum of 14 nights 
in any 12 month rolling period. 

 
6.2 After 14 night's cumulative absence in any year, all payments to the foster carer will stop. 

In exceptional circumstances only, it may be possible to continue with some level of 
payment of fostering allowance and fee, however any such arrangement will be decided 
on a case by case basis and must be approved by the Senior Manager only. 

 
6.3 Where a child is absent from the foster home in order to stay with relatives e.g. home on 

trial, extended contacts or adoption introductions, the foster carer will continue to receive 
the normal nightly rate (allowance and any fee payable) for the child(ren) in question for 
the duration of the visits. However, if the placement with the relative is a regulated 
placement e.g. approved foster carer, then the foster carer will not receive payment. 
Fostering allowances and any fees normally payable to the primary carer will be made on 
a pro rata basis for the nights when the child is in the foster placement except during a 
transition when the primary carer will continue to be paid in full for a period up to 14 
nights. Where applicable a decision must be made at the planning stage and the Finance 
Team informed regarding which carer will receive the birthday or festival allowance 
payable.  

 

6.4 Where a child is away from the foster home for a significant period of time on a regular 
basis, foster carers should discuss who is to take responsibility for buying the child’s 
clothing and providing the child’s pocket money with the child’s social worker at the 
placement planning stage. 

 
6.5 Payments to carers where young person removed due to an allegation made 

against a foster carer or member of the fostering household. 
 

6.6 Where carers are subject to an allegation and a child or children placed with them are 
removed as a result, the carer will continue to receive the fostering allowance and any 
fees normally paid for the removed child/ren for a period of up to 28 nights. This is 
intended to ensure that carers do not suffer undue financial hardship as a result of an 
allegation having been made against them. 

 
6.7 Should an investigation still be ongoing after the 28 night period, the situation will be 

referred to the Head Looked After Children Service for a decision regarding continuing 
any payment. 

 
6.8 Where no children have been removed but a carer has been formally suspended from 

taking any further placements following an allegation the case should be referred to 
the Head Looked After Children Service for a decision regarding any payment of 
fostering allowances or fees from the date of the suspension. The carer should be 
informed in writing of this decision.  

 
6.9 Portsmouth City Council has the authority to cease these payments at any point; for 

example where a foster carer has been formally charged by the police in connection 
with an allegation or where the carer resigns from the fostering agency.  
 

6.10 Holding a vacancy for a specific child  
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Where a child has left the placement, for example to return home or if the child is in 
custody, with the approval of the Fostering Service Leader, the Foster Carer may be 
paid the fostering allowance and any fee normally payable for a maximum of 3 nights, 
for keeping the child’s bed free in case of emergencies. Only the Head Looked After 
Children Service can agree payments to continue for up to a further 11 nights in 
exceptional circumstances. 
 

6.11 Independence flat/independent living 
 

Young people, who are just about to leave care / fostering placement, can be booked 
into one of the Independence Flats for a 4 to 6 week period. During this time the foster 
carer will continue to receive their weekly standard fostering allowance in full plus any 
fees payable, as they will still be required to provide 24-hour support during this 
period. The young person will receive an increase in their weekly Personal Allowance 
equivalent to Care Leavers/ Job Seekers allowance (see Appendix A); this will not 
affect the carer's fostering allowance. The young person will also be entitled to 
additional payments for travel expenses for college, work, appointments or interviews 
above that which might normally be incurred when not living in their main residence. 
They are also expected to make a weekly contribution towards Water Rates and TV 
Licence (see Appendix A). 
 

7. Annual School Holiday Allowance 
 

7.1 The Annual School Holiday allowance, equivalent to two weeks standard fostering 
allowance, is paid to cover additional expenses during the 13 week school holidays. 
The main school holidays are Easter (2 weeks) and the summer holiday (6 weeks), 
however the payment is intended to cover all periods of school holidays throughout the 
year. The allowance is divided into two parts (and is paid automatically at the 
beginning of the Easter (25% of allowance) and Summer Holidays (75% of allowance) 
respectively if there is no change to a placement throughout the year.  Should there be 
a change in the placement then the payment will be pro-rated 

 
7.2 Because the allowance covers all periods of school holiday; if a child should move 

between carers for all or some of the holiday the corresponding allowance should 
move with them.  The amount of school holiday allowance that should move between 
carers will be calculated by the Education, Children and Families Finance Team and 
will be based upon a 13 week school holiday period in any given financial year.  

 
7.3 The payment for any future school holidays during the year at the point where the child 

is moved into a different placement will be recovered from the previous carer and paid 
to the new carer by the Education, Children and Families Finance Team within 2 
weeks of being notified. 

 
7.4 Where a child is placed with a carer and placement is new in the year the carer will be 

paid a pro-rated payment for the remaining school holiday weeks in the year. 
 

7.5 Where a child moves placement during the year, any balance remaining of the holiday 
allowance will be automatically clawed back from the foster carer by the finance team 
and paid to the new foster care placement.  Should the previous carer have already 
paid for goods or services with the holiday allowance then they will need to request a 
discretionary holiday payment (please see section 9) providing proof of purchase. 
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8. Play schemes 
 

Play schemes are an additional holiday cost which is expected to be funded by the 
carer from within the Annual School Holiday Allowance. In exceptional cases, 
additional payments may be agreed but approval must be given by the Head Looked 
After Children Service. 

 
 

9. Discretionary allowances for holidays 
 

9.1 Where a holiday (i.e. that involves going away as part of the foster carer’s family 
holiday) is planned for a young person the costs should be met in the first instance 
from the annual holiday allowance. If the holiday includes a child in receipt of DLA this 
allowance can be used to meet the holiday costs (see section on Disability Living 
Allowance). Where the annual school holiday allowance is insufficient to cover the 
costs and the holiday is considered to be in the best interests of that child, 
consideration should be given to use of the child's long term savings to meet the 
additional costs. Where all the above options have been taken into account the service 
will aim to support an outstanding balance via the Discretionary Allowance scheme. 
This requires senior manager approval and (once agreed) will pay the proportion of the 
cost of taking that young person on holiday with the foster carer’s family. Carers are 
not to take children out of school during term time. Holidays booked during term time 
are not allowable for any child and will not be financially supported by Portsmouth City 
Council. 

 
9.2 Payment will be made for holidays that are at least a week in length receipts must be 

provided to show the child’s portion of the holiday – One payment will be made per 
annum, per child up to a maximum amount (see Appendix A). 

 
10. Educational Journeys and Holidays 

 
10.1 It may be important for a child’s social, emotional and educational development to take 

part in school outings, journeys and holidays, youth organisations, camps and similar 
activities. Such day trips and activities will normally be covered within the standard 
fostering allowance. Where a longer holiday or more expensive activity is seen to meet 
a child’s need consideration should be given in the first instance to use of the child's 
long term savings to meet the additional costs. If the activity relates to a child in receipt 
of DLA this allowance should be used to meet the costs (see section on Disability 
Living Allowance). Where all the above options have been taken into account the 
service will aim to support an outstanding balance and the Fostering Service Leader 
may authorise payment. 

 
10.2 Payments under this arrangement are generally capped (see Appendix A) and only 

one trip per child will be supported each year. 
 
10.3 Requests for payment in excess of this level need to be agreed by the Head Looked 

After Children Service. 
 

11. Other Additional Educational Costs 
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11.1 Other educational costs e.g. Laptop, musical instrument etc. may be considered on an 
individual basis and need to be approved by the Head Looked After Children Service 
on the basis of the child’s needs. In the first instance consideration should be given to 
the appropriate use of the child's birthday/festivity allowance, savings, DLA if 
applicable to meet these costs.  

 
12. Playgroup / Nursery Fees 

 
12.1 Any entitlement to free nursery provision should be utilised first before additional costs 

become payable. 
 
12.2 The Children’s Services may pay fees, where a foster carer and Social Worker agree 

that it is in the best interests of the child to attend a playgroup or nursery school. 
These fees must be reconsidered at least annually at the Statutory Review. If the carer 
has paid nursery fees in advance, they are entitled to a full refund providing they 
supply all receipts as per Audit Regulations. 

 
13. Birthday and Annual Festivity allowances  

 
13.1 An allowance equivalent to one week age related standard fostering allowance is paid 

to carers automatically two weeks prior to a child’s birthday and again during the first 
week of December. This should be used to cover all associated expenses such as a 
birthday party, special meal, trip out and to buy a gift for the child from Portsmouth City 
Council. Cash should not be given as a birthday gift unless as a contribution towards 
an identified expenditure. As many families will do, it is appropriate to use the 
allowance to contribute towards the cost of more expensive items e.g. laptop, mobile 
phone, musical instrument, school trip, holiday or an activity such as horse riding or 
learning to drive. Any residual funding after meeting these costs should be paid into 
the savings account for the child. 

 
13.2 The payment is expected to follow the child, therefore if the child moves placement 

after the payment has been made for a birthday or a religious festival, the payment 
must be forwarded in full to the next carer. This is the responsibility of the child’s 
Social Worker. The payment can be returned to Portsmouth City Council so that it can 
be reissued to the new carer.  

 
13.3 If the child is being admitted into a Children’s home or returning home, the payment 

MUST be returned to Portsmouth City Council in FULL. If the Foster Carer has already 
spent some of the allowance the gift must be given to the child and all the receipts and 
change must be returned to Portsmouth City Council. 

 
14. Initial Clothing Allowance 

 
14.1 When a child is placed in foster care it is the responsibility of the child's Social Worker 

to ensure that the child has adequate clothing brought from their home when placed. 
 
14.2 The service has a minimum clothing list (see Appendix B). This identifies the minimum 

level of clothing that all young people are expected to have in placement. The carer is 
responsible for maintaining and replacing the child’s clothing (from their ongoing 
weekly fostering allowance) up to this level or beyond.  
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14.3 At point of placement the initial clothing requirement is; 
 

7 sets of underwear  
1 set of nightwear  
3 T-shirts or equivalent  
1 warm top  
1 coat/jacket as required by the season  
1 pair of shoes/trainers  
2 pairs of trousers/jeans/skirt  
Appropriate clothing for school 
 

14.4 Where these items cannot be provided from the child's home within 24 hours of 
placement the carer can purchase items to meet the minimum clothing requirements. 
On submission of a receipt the carer will be reimbursed.  

 
14.5 Where an emergency cash payment is required to cover any immediate initial clothing 

needs a payment of up to £50 can be made to the carer - supporting receipts must be 
submitted post purchase within 14 days of receiving the cash payment (see also 
section 4). 

 
15. School Uniform 

 
15.1 Payment will only be made to support a school uniform if the child starts a new school 

within six months of placement, changes schools un-expectantly, attends a school with 
specific high cost uniform requirements or if the child changes placement and does not 
have adequate school uniform. It should be noted that if a child has been in placement 
over 6 months the service would expect the cost of any new uniforms to be met from 
their standard fostering weekly allowance. 

 
15.2 The weekly clothing allowance paid in the standard fostering allowance will cover 

ongoing clothing costs (including school uniform). When a child joins a new school, 
changes school or moves placement in the circumstances outlined above the Social 
Worker should discuss with the foster carer what uniform items, including sports 
clothing and school equipment, is necessary, particularly if the child is unlikely to 
remain in the school permanently. Many items of uniform can be transferred from one 
school to another. 

 
15.3 Where payment is required to support a new school uniform the expenditure will be 

capped at the levels shown in Appendix A.  
 
15.4 These expenditure caps apply to both mainstream and special schools – each settings 

cap being calculated on the appropriate phase of educational provision. 
 
15.5 Any requests for expenditure above these levels must be agreed with the Head 

Looked After Children Service before financial commitments are made. 
 

16. Special Interests/ Hobbies 
 

16.1 As this is already being paid within the weekly standard fostering allowance, no further 
payments will be paid.  
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16.2 Carer’s are reminded to use the free Portsmouth City Council Leisure card, available 
to ‘Looked After’ children and the children of foster carers. Foster carer’s can obtain an 
application form and authorising letter from their Supervising Social Worker. 

 
17. Spectacles/ Corrective Lenses 

 
17.1 Expenditure for the full cost of frames for National Health Service lenses, or repairs to 

spectacles will be reimbursed when required.  
 
17.2 As Portsmouth City Council has an agreement with Boots, all enquiries associated 

with the provision of frames and lenses should be made through them in the first 
instance. It should be noted that those under 16 years (or under 19 if they are in full 
time education) are entitled to free eye tests and may qualify for free spectacles.  

 
17.3 If any additional costs are incurred (associated with the provision of corrective lenses) 

these must be agreed in writing with the Service Leader in advance of the expenditure 
being made. Failure to adhere to this process may result in additional costs that would 
not be reimbursed by the Service. 

 
18.  Ethnic, Racial and Cultural Needs 

 
18.1 There may be specific expenses that arise because of a child or young person's 

cultural or ethnic background. For some children additional payments may be made to 
cover needs relating to hair care, skin care and other specific issues.  

 
18.2 All payments will be based on an assessment of the child or young person’s needs 

and should be specified within the Placement Agreement and authorised by a Service 
Leader. 

 
19. Medical Issues 

 
19.1 Most medical examinations and treatments are free for young people. Portsmouth City 

Council will look at the individual needs of young people who require specific support 
that is either reflected in their care or placement plan. Portsmouth City Council 
supplies self – harm response kits and body spillage kits to those placements that 
have a particular requirement for this type of resource. 

 
20. Passports 

 
20.1 If the necessary approval has been given for a child to apply for a passport, or 

passport renewal depending on the child's age and legal status the child's social 
worker, parent or young person themselves will complete the passport application 
form. Where incurred the foster carer will be reimbursed for any costs associated with 
the passport application.  

 
20.2 The foster carer will be expected to pay for the child's passport photographs from their 

weekly standard fostering allowance. 
 

21. Bicycles 
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21.1 When it is agreed that is in the child’s interest to own a bicycle and it will be well used, 
first consideration should be given to funding the bicycle from either the Birthday, 
Festivity allowance or from the child's savings. Where this is not the case 
consideration should be given to seeking a second hand bicycle, unless this would 
seem a false economy. Bicycles are expensive and are intended to last a child a 
significant time.  

 
21.2 Bicycles should be tested as road worthy (by a recognised bicycle retailer / specialist) 

and each child should where available attend a Cycling Proficiency Course and wear a 
cycle safety helmet. Before allowing a child to cycle on roads carers should assess the 
child's safety and competence as any responsible parent would. The bicycle must 
have an adequate lock and be post coded using the Police identification System. The 
bicycle must also be insured against theft by listing it on the carer’s household 
insurance policy.  

 

21.3 Where the bicycle is not purchased as a birthday or festive gift the purchase must be 
discussed with the child’s Social Worker and authorisation given by the Service 
Leader. All receipts must be forwarded onto the Finance Team (Core 2, Floor 5 Civic 
Offices) for audit purposes. 

 
22. Travel Expenses  

 
22.1 The Foster Care mileage rate is in line with PCC staff mileage payment rate and 

carer's are covered by HMRC Regulations (see Appendix A). 
 
22.2 Carers can claim for travel costs (including mileage, parking and public transport) 

incurred as a result of caring for a foster child - this does not include family activities 
which may include the foster child but so do not relate specifically to the foster child.  

 
22.3 The fostering allowance covers an element towards the cost of travel expenses which 

arise from the need to make trips in relation to the child in placement e.g. trips to 
school or nursery, leisure activities, hospital appointments, attending reviews or other 
meetings, undertaking contact arrangements or introductory visits to new foster homes 
or adoptive homes. 

 
22.4 The weekly travel allowance included within the fostering allowance is the equivalent 

to a mileage rate of up to 25 miles or £11.25 in other travel costs (see Appendix A).  
 
22.5 As foster carers already receive a weekly payment equivalent to 25 miles or £11.25 for 

reasonable local travel within their fostering allowance, this will be disregarded in any 
weekly claim made.  No claims for journeys for under 1 mile will be accepted as carers 
will be expected to walk with children for short distances.  

 
22.6 Taxis will only be used when there is no other safe or timely alternative. These will be 

booked and paid for by PCC as they have negotiated cheaper rates. If this is the main 
form of transport used by a child, then consideration will be given to reducing the 
transport element of the fostering allowance as the foster carer is not providing 
transport. Otherwise they are not being treated equally with carers who are spending 
their travel allowance on travel costs. 
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22.7 Where the foster child is in receipt of DLA this allowance should be used by the carer 
to cover the child's travel costs and no additional claim to Children's Services for travel 
would be expected.  

 
22.8 Travel expenses must be claimed on a form for Foster Care Expenses (currently a 

BOA2 form), and submitted on a weekly or monthly basis to the Supervising Social 
Worker. This claim should include all details of the journey undertaken (generic terms 
like “school” or “doctors” must be replaced with physical locations / destination names 
and postcode details if known).  

 
22.9 Lodgings Plus carers/Staying Put carers are not generally expected to transport young 

people as the young people should be organising this to encourage independence 
skills. If Lodgings Plus/Staying Put carers consider they should provide transport to 
give extra support this should be agreed in advance with their social worker or an out 
of hours member of staff if reimbursement is required. If agreement has been given 
then this can be claimed as a refund of tickets or at the foster carers mileage rate per 
mile if a car is used (see Appendix A). If taxis are agreed they should be booked on 
account by social work staff. Examples of relevant travel would be college interview, 
hospital appointment, funeral etc. 

 
22.10 All claims for journeys must represent the actual journey undertaken – Claims will be 

subject to an audit to ensure that the distances claimed are appropriate for the journey 
made. If audit checks identify discrepancies in the amount claimed and the length of 
the journey undertaken then the claim will be rejected and returned to the carer. 

 
22.11 Claims should be submitted on a weekly or monthly basis and no later than 5 weeks 

from the last day of the previous month. Any late claims or claims over 3 months old 
will not be paid unless agreed as a one-off exception by the Head of Looked After 
Children, as per HMRC Regulations and will be processed ONLY when time allows. 
Carers should not deduct the initial £11.25 from their claim, as this will be deducted 
automatically. However, claims should not be submitted if the weekly amount to be 
claimed is less than £11.25. 

 
23. Expenses associated with moving a child onto adoption/SG, new foster home or 

rehabilitation  
 

23.1 Such expenses e.g. transport, overnight accommodation, subsistence must be agreed 
in advance at the relevant planning meeting. The carer will be reimbursed their 
expenses supported by receipts as agreed.  

 
24. Child care and travel expenses for attending fostering training and meetings 

(connected to role as a foster carer not in relation to the child in placement)  
 

24.1 It is the carer's responsibility to make appropriate child care arrangements in order to 
attend training or attend meetings. Relevant checks on those who provide regular child 
care will be made by the fostering service if required. 
  

24.2 The Babysitting rates (see Appendix A) apply ONLY ON production of a receipt as 
proof of the payment made.  
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24.3 Carers attending fostering training, events or meetings can claim full travel (mileage or 
public transport costs) and parking expenses. Mileage rates will be paid as outlined in 
Appendix A plus parking or public transport costs including ferry costs.  

 
24.4 In exceptional circumstances if a taxi is required this must be pre-authorised by PCC 

via the carer's Supervising Social Worker and must be pre-booked via PCC at 
Corporate discounted rates.  

 
24.5 Expenses should be claimed back on an AF24 ‘Foster Carers Training Form’. Costs 

associated with attending fostering training and meetings (not relating to children in 
placement) cannot be claimed back on a BOA 2 ‘Foster Carer’s Expenses Claim’ 
Form. 

 
25.  Equipment On Loan 

 
25.1 Equipment may be provided in respect of a particular child or may be provided to 

foster carers after they have been approved via the Fostering Panel process, in order 
to ensure they are properly equipped to fulfil their fostering role. When carers do not 
have basic equipment the Department will provide foster carers with equipment 
considered necessary for the welfare of their foster child. This may include cots, beds, 
bedding, storage space for children’s clothing and personal items, pushchairs, 
playpens, stair gates, car safety seats, etc. All equipment is on loan. All requests 
should go via the Supervising Social Worker or Access to Resources (the Duty 
workers who arrange the placements).  

 
25.2 If wear and tear has been especially heavy replacement items will be purchased such 

as a replacement mattress or bedding. For wear and tear associated with a specific 
disabled child this cost may be covered by DLA and this should be explored in the first 
instance.  

 
25.3 All purchasing of equipment by carers where reimbursement of the cost will be 

requested must be agreed by the fostering manager in advance. Equipment available 
to loan from the fostering service will be made available to carers in the first instance 
when a need arises. All equipment is expected to be well maintained whilst it is on 
loan with carers, and instructions should be kept with the item.  

 
25.4 When a child with a disability is placed with a carer, the child’s Social Worker should 

ensure that any needs relating to the child are discussed at the Planning Meeting and 
at all subsequent reviews. Special equipment should be provided where necessary 
and consideration given to meeting the costs from the child's DLA. The Children’s 
Services Occupational Therapist’s assistance may also be sought. 

 
25.5 This service is limited to provide equipment that is essential to the young person’s 

care.  
 

26. Damage and Loss Claims / Ex-Gratia Payments. 
 

26.1 Foster Carers should be insured for any loss or damage resulting from their foster 
carer activities.  
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26.2 Foster carers must inform their Insurance Company (Building, Contents and Car) that 
they are foster carers for Portsmouth City Council. 

 
26.3 Portsmouth City Council does not expect foster carers to find themselves worse off 

financially due to their role as a foster carer and consequently have an insurance 
policy in order to cover any damage or loss not covered by the foster carers insurance.  

 
26.4 Foster carers should report any damage immediately to their own insurance company. 

If the carer's insurance company will not cover the damage/loss the carer should make 
a claim to Portsmouth City Council. Where the carer's own insurance company charge 
an excess the carer can make a claim for an ex-gratia payment to cover the excess. 
Supervising social workers or fostering admin staff can provide claim forms.  

 
26.5 The decision of the insurance company is final unless the type of damage/ loss or item 

is not covered by the insurance. If this is the case then an extra gratia payment can be 
requested by completion of CA49 and CC12 forms and considered by the Head 
Looked After Children Service. Any excess in relation to Portsmouth City Council 
insurance policy will be paid by Children's Services.  

 
26.6 In exceptional circumstances where the foster carer does not have insurance they can 

request an ex gratia payment as outlined above.  
 
26.7 Portsmouth City Council expects carers to take reasonable steps to safeguard their 

possessions at all times and Police intervention may be required before any re-
imbursement is made. Foster carers are advised to keep evidence of items owned (a 
receipt if possible) in order to speed up any future claims.  

 
 

27. Skill Fees 
 
27.1 Fee paid Foster Carers are fully approved carers who, in addition to a standard 

fostering allowance for children placed, receive a fee which is aligned to an assessed 
skill level. Set criteria are used to assess a carer's skill level - these criteria are 
outlined in separate procedures.  

 
27.2 Skills fees are paid per child and will be paid pro rata, reflecting the number of 

placement nights, when children are only placed for a proportion of the week.  
 

27.3 In exceptional circumstances a skills fee may be paid to a temporary approved foster 
carer on a case by case basis where the foster carer can evidence they can meet the 
criteria of a level 1, level 2 or level 3 carer for a specific child.  The level of fee is 
negotiated on a case by case basis and authorised by the Head of the Looked After 
Children Service 

 
 
Level 1 

 
27.4 It is the expectation that all foster carers fully approved by Portsmouth City Council will 

receive a Level 1 skill fee unless they are not meeting the required criteria.  
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27.5 The criteria for Level 1 is that carers commit to participate in regular supervision, agree 
to undertake core training and complete their TSD Workbook within the statutory 
timeframe (12 months from approval for mainstream carers and 18 months for family 
and friends and respite foster carers). This is the expectation of all foster carers fully 
approved by Portsmouth City Council.  

 
27.6 Temporary approved foster carers will not receive a Level 1 skill fee until they have 

been fully approved via the Fostering Panel process. This is because they are not 
expected to commit to undertaking core training and completing their TSD Workbook 
until they have been fully approved. 

 
27.7 In exceptional circumstances a level 1 skill fee may be paid to a temporary approved 

foster carer on a case by case basis where the foster carer can evidence they can 
meet the criteria of a level 1 carer for a specific child. The fee must be authorised by 
the Head of Looked After Children Service. 

 
27.8 The Level 1 fee was initially set at the difference between the 2016-17 age related 

Fostering Network Recommended Fostering Allowance Rates and the age related 
Government National Minimum South East Fostering Allowance Rates, plus an 
enhancement amount which is paid to carers of children aged 0 - 4 years.  This was 
paid in recognition of the 24/7 nature of caring for pre-school children and the inability 
of carers to work outside the home when caring for children of this age. 

 
27.9 Where carers progress to level 2 or level 3 they will continue to be paid level 1 fees in 

additional to fees paid at level 2 or 3.   
 
27.10 See Appendix A for level of fees.  
 

Level 2 
 
27.11 Carers who are appraised as meeting the level 2 skill criteria will continue to be paid a 

level 1 fee in addition to a level 2 fee for children placed.  
 

27.12 In exceptional circumstances a level 2 skill fee may be paid to a temporary approved 
foster carer on a case by case basis where the foster carer can evidence they can 
meet the criteria of a level 2 carer for a specific child. The fee must be authorised by 
the Head of Looked After Children Service. 

 
27.13 See Appendix A for level of fees.  
 

Level 3  

 

27.14 Carers who are appraised as meeting the level 3 skill criteria will continue to be paid a 
level 1 fee in addition to a level 3 fee for children placed. Any previous level 2 fees 
paid for children now being paid at level 3 will cease.  
 

27.15 In exceptional circumstances a level 3 skill fee may be paid to a temporary approved 
foster carer on a case by case basis where the foster carer can evidence they can 
meet the criteria of a level 3 carer for a specific child. The fee must be authorised by 
the Head of Looked After Children Service. 
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27.16 See Appendix A for level of fees.  
 

27.17 Specialist Fee  
 

 A specialist fee payment can be made on a case by case basis to foster carers, 
including temporary approved foster carers, undertaking care that exceeds the 
expectations of a level 3 carer e.g. children with severe disabilities requiring 24 hour 
per day care. This fee is negotiated on a case by case basis and must be authorised 
by the Head of Looked After Children Service.  

 
27.18 Carers undertaking a specialist placement will receive the standard fostering age 

related allowance plus an agreed specialist fee for an identified child.  
 

28. Parent and Child Scheme  
 
28.1 All parent and child placements will consist of a payment for any looked after children 

(parent/child or both) in line with standard age related fostering allowances (set at the 
16 + age rate for parents regardless of their actual age), a payment for any non- 
looked after child in line with standard  age related fostering allowances, a payment for 
any non-looked after parent in line with standard Lodgings Plus including meal 
allowance rate, and a professional fee for the supervision of the placement, an 
additional supervision/professional fee if 2 parents in placement. 

 
28.2 When parents are not looked after they are expected to provide for themselves 

including food (excluding breakfast and evening meal which is included within the 
lodgings element of the parent and child rate paid to and therefore supplied by the 
carer), clothes etc. When children are not looked after then the parent is expected to 
claim benefits for them and provide for the child including their food and clothes. When 
either the parent or child is looked after then the foster carer will provide for them 
financially as with any Looked after Child. It may be appropriate for the foster carer to 
pass part of an allowance to the parent in order for them to begin to learn to budget for 
themselves and their child to help prepare them for independence. This would be part 
of the care plan drawn up by the social worker for the child at the commencement of 
the placement. The Finance Team must be informed if a proportion of the allowance is 
to be paid directly to the parent.  

 
28.3 See Appendix A for rate of Parent and Child allowances and fees.  
 
28.4 See separate procedure for details of parent and child scheme.  
 
29. Family Link  

 
29.1 Family Link carers are paid an inclusive fee for each session that they undertake. Fees 

are calculated according to the length of the care period.  
 
29.2 The Supervising Social Worker will complete all paperwork to initiate payment. Family 

link carers need to ensure that they inform their Supervising Social Worker of any care 
they have undertaken in order for payment to be made.  

 
29.3 See Appendix A for payment rates.  
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30. Lodgings Plus 
 
30.1 These are for young people aged 16 and 17 years who are ‘Looked After’. (Young 

people below the age of 16 cannot be placed in rented accommodation or lodgings 
without the authorisation of a Head of Service).  
 

30.2 See Appendix A for the Lodgings Plus rates. 
 

30.3 Young People in Full Time Education/Further Education 
 

The standard Lodgings Plus payment covers: 

 Young person's room 

 Household expenses 

 Two meals a day - breakfast and evening meal 

 Support of carer (minimum 10 hours per week)  
 

30.4 An additional third meal allowance is paid to the Lodgings Plus carer where a young 
person is looked after. The Lodgings Plus carer is responsible for paying the young 
person a meal allowance or directly providing the young person with a third good meal.  
    

30.5 Clothing allowance paid directly to the young person does not include school or 
college uniforms or clothing specifically required for a course that a young person 
maybe on. However a contribution towards or full payment for these should be 
negotiated for between the individual young person, their Social Worker and Social 
Worker's line manager.  

 
30.6 Young People in Employment  

 
Young people in employment will be expected to make a contribution to their 
accommodation in line with young people in foster care (see section 2.13 and 2.14)  

 
30.7 Young people in Lodgings Plus aged 18 plus  

 
30.8 When a young person turns 18 they are no longer looked after and their placement will 

be funded from three different sources: Staying Put Allowance payment made direct to 
the carer; young person's rental contribution paid directly to the carer by the young 
person from wages or benefits; housing benefit (where young people are in 
employment they are expected to pay a higher rental contribution to the carer to cover 
Housing Benefit shortfall) working.  

 
30.9 The amounts each source pays will vary depending on the young person's individual 

circumstances e.g. if they are claiming income support, Job Seekers allowance or are 
in employment.  

 
30.10 The above payments should amount to a weekly rate equivalent to the standard 

Lodgings Plus allowance including meal allowance and support element.  
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31. On-Call Emergency Placement Fee  
 

31.1 An On-Call fee (see Appendix A) will be paid for foster carers who are available to 
offer emergency placements. Carers need to be willing and able to offer a placement 
to a child who may need to come into care at any time during that day or night and 
keep them in their care until the office reopens. In addition respective allowances and 
fees will be paid for any child placed while on call. This will assist with carers being 
available out of hours throughout the year and enhance a broader range of carers 
available to assist more suitable matching of the children’s needs, as well as assist the 
Department to place children and young people in an emergency in a more timely way. 
Where an on-call carer declines to accommodate an appropriate child during the 
period they are on call they will not receive the on-call fee.     

 

32. Day Time Only Respite Care - All Skills Levels  
  

32.1 Where a foster carer is asked by the Fostering Service to look after a child or children 
during the day and no overnight stay is involved the carer will be paid at the Day Care 
rate. 

 
32.2 Day care of 4 hours or more will be paid at the normal nightly rate, dependant on the 

age of the child and level of the carer. Care for less than 4 hours will be paid at half the 
nightly rate, dependant on the age of the child and level of the carer. Children and 
young people should be matched to a carer with the appropriate skill level to 
undertake the day care required.  

 
32.3 See Appendix A for Day Care Rates. 
 

Day care is child-minding and those that undertake day care may be required to be 
registered in accordance with the child-minding regulations which are not the same as 
being registered as a foster carer. There is an exception for foster carers where the child is 
a looked after child and the day care is part of the child's care plan. In these circumstances 
the day care provision falls under fostering regulations.  
Foster carers can also provide day care for each other's children on a reciprocal basis 
where no payment is made and this will not be deemed as child minding or require the 
carer to be registered as a child minder.  
Care must be taken when setting up day care arrangements to ensure they do not require 
the carer to be registered as a child minder.  
Fostering day care payments for tax purposes are treated in line with fostering allowances.  

 
33. Overnight Respite Care  

 
33.1 Respite care is agreed when the needs of the child are assessed as being at such a 

level that the primary care giver(s) and family require periods of time where they do 
not look after the child. The objectives of respite are to maintain placement stability for 
the young person and to undertake work with the young person so that they are able 
to be more fully socially included integrate more fully into a family setting. Respite 
should be offered only when there are exceptional needs relating to the primary care 
givers capacity to continue in the caring role and is monitored and reviewed (every 12 
weeks). The needs of the young person are central to any decisions that are made. A 
respite care agreement should be drawn up to ensure that arrangements for the 
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support to the primary carer/s are broader than simply moving the child out of the 
placement.  

 
33.2 In the event that a carer is unhappy about their assessed level of need for respite - the 

Head of Looked After Children Service can be asked to review the decision. 
Alternatively the foster carer can make a formal complaint. 

 
33.3 Where a foster carer looks after a child in order to provide respite for either the child’s 

family or another foster carer, payment in respect of the fostering allowance and any 
fee normally paid to the carer providing the respite care will be made for each 
overnight stay on a pro rata basis. An overnight stay is up to 24 hours (8pm to 8pm).  

 
33.4 Where a stay exceeds a 24 hour period, but does not include a further overnight stay, 

payment for the provision of daytime respite care will apply for the period in excess of 
24 hours. 

 
33.5 The primary foster carer will continue to be paid provided that it is intended the child 

will return to that foster home. Fostering allowances and any fees payable should 
continue to be paid to the primary carer during respite periods unless a single period of 
respite exceeds 14 nights. 

 
33.6 Respite foster carers are not required to set aside a proportion of the fostering 

allowance for long term savings. This proportion of the allowance should be used to 
maintain the child for the period of respite care.  
  

.  

34. Introduction Fee 
 

34.1 Portsmouth City Council foster carers receive a one off Introduction Fee (see 
Appendix A) if they introduce a friend or family member to fostering for Portsmouth 
City Council.  

 
34.2 The Introduction Fee is paid when the following three criteria have been met 1. The 

carer's name is put forward at the point of fostering enquiry 2. After the friend or family 
member they have introduced has been registered as a foster carer for Portsmouth 
City Council 3. When the friend or family member they have introduced takes their first 
foster placement.   

 
35. Foster Carer's Leave 

 
35.1 The holiday year runs from 1st April to the 31st March (the financial year). 

 
35.2 All foster carers can request a break from fostering.  Any leave must be requested well 

in advance and dates must be agreed by the Service Leader or Team Leader within 
the fostering service before the foster carer makes any holiday arrangements. Leave 
cannot be guaranteed as officers must be able to identify an alternative carer who can 
meet the child's needs before they are able to agree the foster carer’s holiday. 

 
35.3 Some carers may choose to take a break (foster carer's leave) between placements. 

Where possible this is the preferred approach in order to minimise disruption for the 
child. 
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35.4 A foster carer who has had a child/ren placed with them during the financial year will 

be entitled to take leave; standard, Level 1 and Level 2 carers are entitled to 14 nights 
leave per year, per child. The amount of leave due will be pro-rated based on the 
length of time the child/ren has been placed with the carer.  Standard, level 1 and level 
2 carers are entitled to 14 nights leave per year, per child placed. 

 
35.5 The payment amount for fostering leave is the same as carers have been entitled to in 

previous years, but has now been calculated to arrive at a nightly amount and will be 
paid over a 50 week period. 

 
35.6 From the 01st April 2018 the annual fostering leave amount will be paid as a nightly 

supplement to the weekly standard fostering payment, and will appear separately on 
your remittance advice. The fostering leave rates will be dependent on the level of 
your skill fee payment and details can be found at Appendix A. 

35.7 Under this arrangement, foster carers will accrue leave for each night that they foster a 
child and will receive a leave payment each week. This will remove the need for year-
end adjustments. Carers may wish to save their payments for leave for the periods 
that they have a break in care. 

 
35.8 Any carer choosing to take additional foster care leave for any reason would be able to 

do so, but this would be unpaid. 
 

Level 3 Carers 
  

35.9 Level 3 carers are able to claim up to 28 nights leave for each child placed during the 
year. Foster Care Leave is usually taken in a planned way and requested via their 
supervising social worker. 

 
35.10 The payment is paid at half the full weekly rate for a level 3 carer, including the skill 

fee; for each child fostered during the year. From the 01st April 2018, the annual 
fostering leave amount will be paid as a nightly supplement to the weekly payment and 
paid over a 48 week period. The amount of leave due will be pro-rated based on the 
length of time the child/ren has been placed with the carer. The leave payment will 
appear separately on your remittance advice. 

 
35.11 As outlined above, foster carers will accrue leave for each night that they foster a child 

and will receive a leave payment each week. This will remove the need for year-end 
adjustments Appendix A shows the fostering leave rates. 

 
35.12 Foster Care leave can also be used to bridge gaps in placements. This payment will 

be calculated as above.  Carers are expected to use their Foster Care Leave as part of 
good practice to ensure their own wellbeing. This will be monitored in supervision.  

 
35.13 Where a carer is not taking leave, they should be advised to look at their own levels of 

well-being and self-management. Where carers need a break it is expected that Foster 
Care Leave will be paid rather than using respite. 

 
35.14 Respite carers including Family Link Carers do not get leave allowances. 
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35.15 Carers who take more Foster Carer Leave than their allowance in consultation with the 
Supervising Social Worker, will be unpaid for the additional leave. 

 
35.16 Lodgings Plus carers  and Staying Put carers  

 
Lodgings Plus carers for young people over 18 and Staying Put carers have no 
entitlement to leave as they are caring for adults who can make their own 
arrangements while their carer is away. However in some circumstances where 
Lodgings Plus carers are caring for looked after young people aged 16 and 17 years 
old up to 14 nights leave may be negotiated between the Lodgings Plus carer, 
Lodgings Plus Officer and the Head Looked After Children Service. The payment rate 
up to the maximum of half the full rate of allowances for the young people in 
placement must be agreed by the Head Looked After Children Service. 
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APPENDIX A - Table of Allowances and Fees 2017/2018 - to be updated 

following 2018/2019 update of Government National Minimum South East Fostering 
Allowance Rates 
 
Effective from: 09 April 2017 
Portsmouth City Council's Standard Fostering Allowance - weekly rates 

Age 

band  

Total 

standard 

fostering 

allowance  

Pocket 

money 

element 

of 

standard 

fostering 

allowance  

Clothing 

element 

of 

standard 

fostering 

allowance  

Long term 

savings 

element 

of 

standard 

fostering 

allowance  

* Payment to 

young person - 

personal 

allowance 

(deducted at 

source) 

Total payment to 

carer (minus 

personal 

allowance paid 

direct to young 

person)  

0-4 £142.00 £3.30 £25.60 £5.20 - £142.00 

5-10 £158.00 £8.41 £31.25 £5.20 - £158.00 

11-15 £179.00 £13.54 £46.88 £8.20 - £179.00 

16-17 

£211.00 18.13* £15.65* £8.20 

£33.78 
(includes clothing 

& pocket money 

element) 

£177.22 

 
 
Annual School Holiday Allowance* 

Age Band Annual allowance  

0-4 £284.00 

5-10 £316.00 

11-15 £358.00 

16 years  £422.00 

* Payment split into two parts (Easter Holiday 25%, Summer Holiday 75%). 
 
 

Birthday and Annual Festivity Allowance 

Age Band Allowance 

0–4 Years £142.00 

5-10 Years £158.00 

11-15 Years £179.00 

16-18 Years £211.00 
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16 and 17 year old Young People & Independent Living 

For young people (aged 16 & 17) in foster homes who have left 

school & young people unemployed or in full-time education 

(excluding youth training) 

Personal Allowance (per week) 

 

 

 

 

£33.78 

Independent Living - personal allowance (per week) £57.90 

Independent Living - expected contribution to water rates and TV 

licence (per week) 

£8.93 

 

 

Day Care Rates  

AGE 

Band UP TO 4 HOURS 4 HOURS & ABOVE 

 Standard 

Allowance 

Level 1 

payment, 

incl. fee 

Level 2 

payment, 

incl. fee 

Level 3 

payment, 

incl. fee 

Standard 

Allowance 

Level 1 

payment, 

incl. fee 

Level 2 

payment, 

incl. fee 

Level 3 

payment, 

incl. fee  

0-4 £10.14 £12.34 £23.41 £33.77 £20.29 £24.69 £46.83 £67.54 

5-10 £11.29 £11.77 £22.84 £33.20 £22.57 £23.53 £45.67 £66.39 

11-15 £12.79 £14.61 £25.68 £36.04 £25.57 £29.23 £51.37 £72.08 

16-17 £12.66 £15.40 £26.47 £36.83 £25.32 £30.81 £52.95 £73.67 

 

 

Foster Carers Leave  
 
 Amounts shown in the table below are nightly amounts 
 

 0 - 4 5 - 10 11 - 15 16 - 17 

 £ £ £ £ 

Standard 0.47 0.47 0.47 0.47 

Level 1 0.54 0.54 0.54 0.54 

Level 2 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98 

Level 3 2.81 2.77 3.00 3.07 
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Other rates and allowances 

Mileage rate  £0.45 per mile  

Weekly Travel Allowance - 25 miles @ 0.45p £11.25 

Discretionary Holiday Allowance (maximum per child, per annum) £500  

Educational Journey's & Holidays (maximum amount per child, 

per year) 

£150 

Maximum amounts for payment to support a new school uniform 

in mainstream and special schools: 

 Primary / Junior Schools 

 Secondary Schools 

 

 

£50 

£75 

Babysitting – under 4 hrs Max. £14.18 

 

Babysitting – over 4 hrs, less than 12 hours Max. £28.35 

On Call Emergency Payment Fee (per night) £15 

Introduction Fee £250 

Fee for replacement end of year tax statement (per copy) £25 

Fee for printing and postage of replacement remittance (per copy) £5 
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Level 1 Allowance & Skill Fees  

Age 

band  

Weekly 

standard 

fostering 

allowance 

Weekly 

Level 1 Fee 

Weekly level 1 

fee 

enhancement 

Total weekly Level 1 

payment 

0-4 £142.00 £2.86 £27.94 £172.80 

5-10 £158.00 £6.73 - £164.73 

11-15 £179.00 £25.58 - £204.58 

16-17 £211.00 £38.44 - £249.44* 

*note PA element of £33.78 will be paid direct to young person. 
 
 

Level 2 Allowance & Skill Fees  

Age 

band  

Weekly 

standard 

fostering 

allowance 

Weekly Level 

1 fee 

(including 

enhancement) 

Weekly 

Level 2 Fee 

Total weekly Level 2 

payment (standard 

fostering allowance plus 

Level 1 and level 2 fee) 

0-4 £142.00 £30.80 £154.98 £327.78 

5-10 £158.00 £6.73 £154.98 £319.71 

11-15 £179.00 £25.58 £154.98 £359.56 

16-17 £211.00 £38.44 £154.98 £404.42* 

*note PA element of £33.78 will be paid direct to young person. 
 
 
 
Level 3 Allowance & Skill Fees 

Age 

band 

Weekly 

standard 

fostering 

allowance 

Weekly 

Level 1 Fee 

(including 

enhancement) 

Weekly Level 

3 fee 

Total weekly Level 3 

payment (standard 

fostering allowance plus 

Level 1 and level 3 fee) 

0-4 £142.00 £30.80 £300.00 £472.80 

5-10 £158.00 £6.73 £300.00 £464.73 

11-15 £179.00 £25.58 £300.00 £504.58 

16-17 £211.00 £38.44 £300.00 £549.44* 

*note PA element of £33.78 will be paid direct to young person. 
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Family Link  

Period of care Payment Rate 

Up to 4 hours  £21.15 

4 - 8 hours £44.37 

8 - 12 hours £63.49 

12 - 24 hours (overnight care) £102.82 

 
 
 
Parent and Child Scheme  

 Weekly 
Rate 
Payable  

Additional Allowances  

Parent looked after - 16 + fostering allowance 
(additional parent if LAC paid at same rate) 
plus level 1 fee  

£249.44 
Birthday and religious festival 
allowance paid in line with all LAC 

Non-LAC parent - lodgings plus meal 
allowance rate (additional parent if non-LAC 
paid at same rate) 

£177.23 None  

Child LAC - age related fostering allowance 
rate (additional children paid at same rate) 
plus level 1 fee 

Variable 
according 
to child's 

age  

Birthday and religious festival 
allowance paid in line with all LAC 

Child non-LAC - fostering allowance rate 
(additional children paid at same rate) plus 
level 1 fee 

Variable 
according 
to child's 

age 

None 

Professional fee/supervision of placement - 1 
parent  

£600.00 None  

Additional parent supervision fee - where 2 
parents in placement 

£300.00 None  
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Lodgings Plus  

Description 
Per 

Night 

Per 

Week 

Lodgings element  £21.26 £148.79 

Personal Allowance (paid to young person) * £3.76 £26.33 

Clothing (paid to young person) £2.24 £15.65 

Where a young person is “Looked After” but has no Foster Carer, 
3rd meal allowance is paid direct to the landlord, who is responsible 
for paying the young person, or providing a good meal.  
Meal Allowance 

 
 

£4.06 

 
 

£28.44 

Lodgings + Meal Allowance £25.32 £177.23 

Lodgings + Personal Allowance (INCL. Clothing) £27.25 £190.77 

Lodgings + Personal Allowance + Meal Allowance £31.31 £219.21 

* note: includes weekly long term savings amount of £8.20. 
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APPENDIX B - Minimum Clothing Requirement for young people in foster care  

 
Casual 
1   x jacket (lightweight or winter) 
4 pairs  x jeans/casual leg wear/skirts 
2   x sweatshirts 
3  x t-shirts 
1  x gloves 
2  x shorts 
1  x swimwear 
 
General 
2  x trainers/footwear 
7  x pants/underwear 
7  x bras 
7  x  socks 
1 pair  x  slippers 
2 pairs x pyjamas/night-dress 
1  x dressing gown 
 
Best 
1  x trousers/skirt 
1  x shirt/blouse/top 
1  x jumper 
 
School 
2  x trousers/skirt 
2  x shirt/blouse 
2  x jumpers 
1 pair  x shoes 
1  x PE Kit 
 
For respite arrangements the above would not be applicable as the expectation is that 
clothing would be brought with the child from their primary carer.  
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APPENDIX C  
SKILL LEVELS AND RESPITE CARE 
 
Standard fostering allowance and Skill Level 1  
It is recognised that all children and young people will exhibit some level of traumatised 
behaviour as a result of living away from their parents. All foster carers will be trained and 
supported to manage this behaviour appropriately. Level 1 carers are usually those early 
in their fostering career and as such would not usually be matched to more complex 
children and young people. However where it becomes apparent that more complex 
children have been placed carers may need respite care to be provided as part of a 
package in order to continue to offer a stable placement. In order to be considered for 
respite care then children would need to exhibit at least 2 of the following complex 
behaviours to a medium to severe level. 

 Significant emotional difficulties displayed in behaviour difficulties such as soiling, 
school refusal 

 Significant behavioural difficulties such as high risk behaviour, cruelty to animals, 
destructive behaviour   

 Attachment disorders - lack of or unstable / poor relationships  

 Persistent offending or serious offending 

 School refusal or exclusion 

 Inappropriate sexualised behaviour 

 Substance misuse 

 Self-harm & suicidal behaviour 

 Significant aggressive behaviour  

 Have communication & social difficulties associated with Autistic Spectrum Disorder 

 Persistent runaways 

 Complex & higher level personal care & support needs 

 Have volatile medical conditions or deteriorating illness including mental health  

 Multiple placement breakdowns  
 
A decision to provide respite care will be taken by the fostering Service Leader following 
consultation with the supervising social worker, the child’s social worker and CAMHS and 
a respite agreement will be drawn up. Wherever respite care is provided the primary carer 
will continue to be paid for the child however at the end of the year any respite care will be 
deducted from any holiday due ( so that the carer cannot be paid for both respite care and 
unused holiday). Respite care should always be provided as part of a support package, 
which may also include increased supervision, CAMHS support and training.  
 
Level 2  
It is recognised that all children and young people will exhibit some level of traumatised 
behaviour as a result of living away from their parents. All foster carers will be trained and 
supported to manage this behaviour appropriately. Level 2 carers will be experienced 
foster carers but unlike Level 3 carers may work and will not be expected to take the most 
complex children and young people. Where it becomes apparent that more complex 
children have been placed, carers may need respite care to be provided as part of a 
package in order to continue to offer a stable placement. In order to be considered for 
respite care then children would need to exhibit at least 3 of the following complex 
behaviours to a medium level to severe level.  

 Significant emotional difficulties displayed in behaviour difficulties such as soiling, 
school refusal 
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 Significant behavioural difficulties such as high risk behaviour, cruelty to animals, 
destructive behaviour   

 Attachment disorders - lack of or unstable / poor relationships  

 Persistent offending or serious offending 

 School refusal or exclusion 

 Inappropriate sexualised behaviour 

 Substance misuse 

 Self-harm & suicidal behaviour 

 Significant aggressive behaviour  

 Have communication & social difficulties associated with Autistic Spectrum Disorder 

 Persistent runaways 

 Complex & higher level personal care & support needs 

 Have volatile medical conditions or deteriorating illness including mental health  

 Multiple placement breakdowns  
 
A decision to provide respite care will be taken by the fostering Service Leader following 
consultation with the supervising social worker, the child’s social worker and CAMHS and 
a respite agreement will be drawn up. Wherever respite care is provided the primary carer 
will continue to be paid for the child however at the end of the year any respite care will be 
deducted from any holiday due ( so that the carer cannot be paid for both respite care and 
unused holiday). Respite care should always be provided as part of a support package, 
which may also include increased supervision, CAMHS support & training. 
 
Level 3 
Level 3 carers are recruited to provide a foster service to the most vulnerable & needy 
young people in the Portsmouth city area. They will be professional carers of which at 
least one member of the household will be at home in order to focus primarily on the 
needs of a complex child. Level 3 carers will have experience of working with 
disadvantaged groups who are provided with high levels of support and assistance by the 
fostering service and from other professionals. Level 3 carers are expected to work with 
young people who have the following challenging types of behaviour: 

 Significant emotional difficulties displayed in behaviour difficulties such as soiling, 
school refusal 

 Significant behavioural difficulties such as high risk behaviour, cruelty to animals, 
destructive behaviour   

 Attachment disorders - lack of or unstable / poor relationships  

 Persistent offending or serious offending 

 School refusal or exclusion 

 Inappropriate sexualised behaviour 

 Substance misuse 

 Self-harm & suicidal behaviour 

 Significant aggressive behaviour  

 Have communication & social difficulties associated with Autistic Spectrum Disorder 

 Persistent runaways 

 Complex & higher level personal care & support needs 

 Have volatile medical conditions or deteriorating illness including mental health  

 Multiple placement breakdowns  
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There is an expectation that Level 3 carers will be the most experienced and the most able 
to work with challenging behaviour. It is recognised that there are some young people 
whose life experiences, disability and vulnerabilities make it very difficult to be cared for in 
a family without a package of respite being considered. In order to be considered for 
respite care then children and young people would need to exhibit at least 3 of the 
complex behaviours above to a higher level and where there is a clear multi-agency 
response and intervention in place. 
 
A decision to provide respite care will be taken by the fostering Service Leader following 
consultation with the supervising social worker, the child’s social worker and CAMHS and 
a respite agreement will be drawn up. Wherever respite care is provided the primary carer 
will continue to be paid for the child however at the end of the year any respite care will be 
deducted from any holiday due (so that the carer cannot be paid for both respite care and 
unused holiday). Respite care should always be provided as part of a support package, 
which may also include increased supervision, CAMHS support and training. 
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APPENDIX D - Savings Guidance 

1 Savings Amount 

1.1 There is an expectation that all short and long term foster carers (including 

temporary foster carers) will save a minimum of £5.20 under 11 and £8.20 11+ per 

week per LAC in addition to pocket money/personal allowance which is given to the 

child/young person directly.  

1.2 Respite foster carers are not required to set aside a proportion of the fostering 

allowance for long term savings. This proportion of the allowance should be used to 

maintain the child for the period of respite care.  

 

1.3 Savings day will be on a Saturday so savings would need to start to be put aside for 

any child that is in placement with a foster carer for a full week which starts on a 

Sunday and ends on a Saturday. E.g. if a child arrives on a Monday then the carer 

does not start saving for them until the second Saturday.  

 
1.4 When a child is absent from their foster home for whatever reason the foster carer 

should continue to make long term savings on behalf of the child if they continue to 

be in receipt of the full standard fostering allowance for the child.  

 
1.5 The weekly standard fostering allowance includes an amount that should be set 

aside as long term savings for the child. As this amount is a proportion of the 

standard fostering allowance (Government National Minimum South East Fostering 

Allowance Rates) the amount set aside for long term savings is considered income 

by the Inland Revenue. 

 
2 Opening a Savings Account 

2.1 Since the 1st August 2016 it has been the expectation that all foster carers open 

savings accounts for the children already in their care if they do not already have an 

account.   

 

2.2 If the child or young person does not already have a savings account which they do 

not have direct access to, then a savings account should be opened for them. This 

should be started after 4 weeks of savings unless the plan is for them to return 

home within the first 8 weeks of being in care.   

 
2.3 Where a child returns home within 8 weeks the expectation is that the accumulated 

savings are spent with the child before the child leaves. The carer should record in 

their daily contact sheets how the savings have been used.  

 
2.4 The child should have a savings account which is in the child's name (NOT THE 

FOSTER CARERS) with the foster carer as the person who is the signatory (NOT 

THE CHILD). The savings account address needs to be the foster placement 

address. The foster carer needs to ensure when they choose the type of account 
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that it is easy to change the name of the signatory and the address for this 

particular savings account. 

 
2.5 In order to open a savings account foster carers will need some identification for 

them and the child. Each Bank or building society expects different types so it will 

be necessary to check with them. Most Banks/Building Societies will accept a 

standard letter from the child's social worker explaining that the child is in care, and 

a recent photo of the child or a birth certificate, or passport for the child. The bank 

or building society will also need to have some ID for the carer which includes proof 

of their address and previous address for the child.  

 
2.6 Foster carers can chose which Bank or Building Society to open the savings 

account with.  

 
2.7 Nat West have a LAC adviser - Claire Green 07711762994 and they are particularly 

good with UASC's who do not know their previous address or do not have official 

ID.  

 
2.8 Halifax offer good rates on Children's accounts.  

 
3 Existing savings held by the local authority on behalf of the child 

3.1 The local authority has been saving on behalf of Children since 1st April 2013 until 1 

August 2016, when the policy changed, and therefore holds balances for Looked 

after Children in our accounts. 

 

3.2 The child's social worker should discuss any historical balance of funds held by the 

council with the foster carer and the young person (where age appropriate) so that 

the carer and young person are aware of the balance of the young person's savings 

held by the council.  

 
3.3 The funds will not be transferred into the child's bank account but can be used to 

fund appropriate expenditure in agreement with the child's social worker. 

 
3.4 Once agreement has been reached the local authority will procure the goods or 

services on behalf of the child. 

 
3.5 Cash can be accessed for small items of expenditure up to a maximum of £200 also 

in agreement with the social worker. 

 
3.6 The young person and foster carer should always be informed if the young person's 

savings are to be used to fund an item and updated regarding the remaining 

balance. The young person should have the choice to forgo an item if they would 

prefer not to use their savings. However this does not mean that the item will be 

funded by the department where the young person has sufficient savings but does 

not wish to use them.    
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4 Monitoring the Account 

 
4.1 PCC want to delegate savings to foster carers but equally need to ensure that foster 

carers are protected from misunderstandings regarding this money.  

 
4.2 The foster carer is responsible for keeping evidence of weekly savings to the 

account which may be made weekly or monthly (4x weekly amount) by paying into 

the account in a branch or by standing order.  

 
4.3 The account will be monitored by the Fostering Supervising Social Worker who 

should see evidence that a new savings account has been opened where 

necessary.  

 
4.4 Supervising Social Workers should check the balance of the account by seeing a 

balance print out or statement in January, April, July and October supervision. This 

should be seen and amounts recorded in the carer's supervision for each child.  

 
 

5 Spending Savings 

 
5.1 Carers would be expected to plan spending with Children / Young People and 

should be recording large purchases (over £50) in their regular daily recording. The 

carer should also keep receipts for large purchases (over £50) in order to safeguard 

against damage and the guarantee. These receipts should be accessible if needed 

to claim against the guarantee or to evidence the cost if requested. Any spending 

over £200 needs to be discussed with a social worker and recorded as such in the 

carers recording and by the social worker on the child's file. 

 
5.2 Children and Young people will want to save for different things, items that could be 

bought with savings will include part or full payments for bikes, mopeds, computers, 

driving lessons, expensive school trips over and above what pupil premium funds, 

theory test, savings towards post 18 costs for young people who will be able to 

manage this, special interest events, and spending money for holidays or costs for 

holidays outside of the foster family. This list is a guide and foster carers may agree 

items outside of it.  

 
5.3 When the child is known to have damaged goods or property all or some money 

could come from children's savings to replace this but this must always be 

discussed and agreed with the Supervising Social Worker and the Child's Social 

Worker as this will be contentious for the child and potentially their parents.  

 
 

6 When a Child Changes placement 

 
6.1 When the current carer knows that the child is leaving they should obtain the correct 

form from the bank to change the signatory and address and take this to the pre-
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placement meeting and hand the signed form to the new carer along with account 

details and any book associated with the account.  

 
6.2 When children move in an emergency the previous foster carer has the 

responsibility of obtaining the form to transfer the signatory and address and signing 

this and giving it to their supervising social worker within 4 weeks of the child 

leaving the placement.  

 
6.3 It is the carers responsibility for cancelling payment to the child's savings account 

when they move and any additional money paid to the child after the move cannot 

be reclaimed from the child or new carer.  

 
6.4 When a child changes placement long term savings must be on the agenda at the 

Placement Agreement meeting with the new carer. Transfer of signatory and 

address to the new carer should be discussed to ensure a smooth handover. It is 

the expectation that within 4 weeks of commencement of the placement the new 

carer is able to start depositing long term savings into the child's account, including 

any balance of savings from the first 4 weeks. If there are any difficulties with 

transferring account signatory/address it is the responsibility of the fostering social 

worker to resolve this with the previous foster carer, child's social worker and 

savings account if necessary.    

 
6.5 There is the same expectation for young people transferring from IFA placements to 

PCC carers. In these cases the Placement Agreement meeting should discuss who 

will take responsibility for negotiating the transfer of the young person's long term 

savings from the IFA to the new carer within 4 weeks of placement. Where there is 

a problem in relation to the IFA transferring savings this should be brought the 

attention of Karen Ebdon, Contracts Manager for resolution.      

 
 
 

7 When a Child moves out of care. 

 
7.1 When Children move away from their foster carer out of care for any reason other 

than to independence then the foster carer should work with the Child's Social 

Worker to plan the spending of the savings to reduce the amount left in the account 

to no more than £20. Once the account contains less than £20 the account should 

be left open and signed over to the adult taking over care of the child. 

  
7.2 It is expected that any savings over £20 will be spent to aid the transition out of 

care. It is likely that items that the child had prior to coming into care will no longer 

be age appropriate and as such the savings could be used to replace these items. 

This could include bedding, activities, and special items of furniture, television, 

games console, books, toys and any other items that the foster carer, new carer 

and the Social Worker consider appropriate.  
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7.3 When children leave care in an unplanned way the foster carer will purchase the 

agreed items for the child within 4 weeks of the child leaving their care and provide 

all receipts to the social worker to be held on the child's file to safeguard the foster 

carer.  

 
7.4 If this is not possible then the foster carer must sign the savings over to the social 

worker. The Social Worker will ensure that the savings are spent on items for the 

child and obtain receipts for all purchases and hold these on the child's file. Any 

savings accounts holding amounts up to £200 will be spent within 4 weeks of the 

Social Worker gaining access to the account and any accounts holding over £200 

will be spent within 12 weeks.  

 
8 When Children move to Independence. 

 
8.1 When children are 15 and 9 months a discussion needs to be had between the 

foster carer and the social worker (and Personal Advisor if allocated) as to whether 

the young person will be able to manage the current amount of savings when they 

become independent and if not a spending plan is to be drawn up so that it is at an 

amount manageable to the young person when they take the account over which 

must occur on their 18th birthday.  

 
8.2 For young people who are currently over 15 and 9 months this discussion needs to 

take place ASAP.  

 
8.3 Young people who live independently and are under 18 may have their savings 

managed by their social worker and PA as signatories if they are not considered to 

be responsible enough to manage the amount of savings in their account. 
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Appendix 2 

Foster Carer Consultation - Fostering, Staying Put, Family Link and 

Lodgings Plus (LAC) Policy 2018 - 2019 

Sent to 238 fostering and Lodgings Plus Households.  

19 responses received representing 8% of the Households consulted.  

Summary of responses outlined below.  

Questions: 

Foster Carers Leave  

1 Do you agree with the proposal to remove the 
'two child cap' when calculating foster carers 
leave? 
 

 
Y 
100% 

 
N 
0% 

Please add any further comments 
- This has been an unfair situation 
- This seems fair 
- Don’t understand why it was policy in the first place 
- Makes it fair 
- This seems only fair 
- Not before time but glad to see finally removed 

 
 
 
 

2 Do you agree with the proposal to calculate foster 
carers' leave as a nightly supplement (for each 
child in placement) and include the leave 
payment in your weekly fostering allowance 
payment? The leave payment will appear 
separately on your remittance advice.  
 
This will remove the need for year-end 
adjustments.  
 

 
Y 
53% 

 
N 
47% 

Please add any further comments 
- We would like to get paid holiday when we take it 
- Would prefer to get one payment as we currently do 
- I prefer the system to stay as it is, it is easier financially for myself to 

manage 
- Seems to be more practicable 
- A really excellent idea  
- I like the way it is now. I like a lump sum 
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Skills Fees   

3 Do you agree with the proposal to allow the 
payment of a skill fee to a temporary approved 
foster carer, on a case by case basis, where the 
temporary approved foster carer can evidence 
they meet the skill fee criteria for that specific 
child? 
 

 
Y 
89% 

 
N 
11% 

Please add any further comments 
- This needs to be a fair system to all carers 
- Strongly agree as this enables the children/young people to remain in 

their homes 
- This helps young people to have a stable consistent placement as our 

own children have  
- This would possibly be unworkable, time consuming and might be open 

to abuse 
- I think it ought to be capped at level two and should apply to mainstream 

carers not just temporary carers caring for a child on respite  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

On Call Emergency Placement Fee   

4 Do you agree with the proposal not to pay an on-
call fee to an on-call carer who declines to 
accommodate a child during the period they are 
on call (excluding situations where there are 
safeguarding concerns)? 

 
Y 
74% 
 
Unsure 
10% 

 
N 
16% 

Please add any further comments 
- It depends if they keep turning children down 
- This seems fair 
- It depends on the reason for refusing a placement i.e. appropriateness  
- Yes but you must take into account safeguarding concerns  
- If they have agreed to be on call and refuse the placement because of 

their own personal reasons they should not get paid that night  
- Carers need to be clear of expectations if they are on call 
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Long Term Savings    

5 Do you agree with the proposal that Respite 
Foster carers are not required to set aside a 
proportion of the respite fostering allowance for 
long term savings? 
 

 
Y 
58% 

 
N 
42% 

Please add any further comments 
- We feel savings should be stopped at source as this would save a lot of 

trouble and the issue with tax 
- I strongly disagree that the child's savings should be managed by the 

carer. I believe this should be held by PCC as it was previously. 
- PCC should take back the long term savings 
- I believe it was included in their weekly allowance 
- Should be treated the same as long term carers  
- have a direct debit in place so would rather pay it myself as the main 

carer 
- Yes - no long term saving should be set aside until the child has been in 

placement for 8 weeks 
- Yes - Moving money from one carer to another is a nightmare and 

confusing for us all  
- If respite carers receive the savings then it is up to the carer to allow the 

child to spend it or return to main carer when they leave   
- PCC should look after the long term savings we have enough to do  
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Decision maker: 
 

 
Cabinet Member for Children's and Families 

Subject: 
 

Children and Families Portfolio Budget Monitoring 
Report for the Third Quarter 2017/18 
 

Date of decision: 
 

1 March 2018 

Report from: 
 

Chris Ward, Director of Finance and Section 151 
Officer 
 

Report by: 
 

Bev Pennekett , Finance Manager 
 

Wards affected: 
 

All 

Key decision: No 

Budget & policy framework decision: No 
 

 
 
1. Purpose of report  
 

1.1. To inform the Cabinet Member of the projected revenue expenditure within the 
portfolio cash limit and capital programme for the current financial year 2017-18. 
This report sets out the budget position and contributing factors to the projected 
year-end overspend within the portfolio as at the end of December 2017.  

 
2. Summary 
 

2.1. Following overspend positions in the previous three years, an initial  financial 
pressure of around £1.6m, and projected overspends of £2.9m and £2.4m at the 
end of the first and second quarters, the portfolio revenue cash limit is currently 
anticipated to overspend by £3.0m in 2017-18. 
 

2.2. The capital programme is currently forecasting to spend in line with the approved 
capital budget, although there are signs that delays may occur in some spending. 
 
 

3 Recommendations 
 

3.1 It is recommended that the Cabinet Member: 
 
3.1.1 Notes the Children and Families Portfolio forecast budget position, at 

the end of December 2017, of £3.0m in excess of current approved 
cash limit provision and the explanation provided for this significant 
increase in projected overspend since the beginning of the year. 
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3.1.2 Notes the steps which have been taken to strengthen the scrutiny of 
care placement decisions with a view to controlling costs where 
possible and the further development this year of approaches to 
managing demand, with the aim of reducing the projected overspend 
position and delivering a balanced budget within the area of Children's 
Social Care.  

 
3.1.3 Notes the capital programme spending is currently in line with the 

approved capital budget. 
 
 

4 Background 
 

4.1 Expenditure on Children's Social Care and Safeguarding was subject to much 
scrutiny during the last three years, exceeding the budget provision for each year 
as it did. Under the approved financial arrangements, an overspend is carried 
forward by the portfolio in the following financial year, as portfolios are now 
expected to manage their financial resources across financial years in order to 
encourage medium term operational and financial planning. However safeguarding 
overspends from prior years have been subsumed corporately to provide a clean 
starting point for the portfolio. 
 

 
5 Summary Position against Cash Limited Budget at the end of December 2017 

 
5.1 The current projected overspend for the Children and Families Portfolio is forecast 

at £3.0m, all attributable to the Children’s Social Care and Safeguarding service 
as identified below.  

 
Service Area Current 

Budget 
Current 
Forecast 

Variation 

 £000 £000 £000 

Children Social Care & Safeguarding 23,998 27,045 3,047 

Early Help and Intervention 90 7 -83 

Troubled Families 0 0 0 

 24,088 27,052 2,964 

 
 

5.2 Troubled Families is fully grant funded, estimated at some £741,000, of which 
£471,000 is dependent on achieving a cumulative attachment of 1,444 families to 
the programme by the end of 2017/18. To date 1,292 attachments have been made 
and the Stronger Futures Board is confident that the target is achievable. Current 
spending is in line with estimates. 
 

5.3 Early Help and Prevention have a cash limit budget of £90,000, which is 
supplemented by a Public Health funding allocation, to provide an overall budget 
of £1,961,000. Due to the restructure of the service, delays in recruitment to vacant 
posts have resulted in a forecast underspend of £83,000 for the year. 
 

5.4 The Children's Social Care and Safeguarding service is currently forecasting an 
overspend of £3.0m. Whilst this encompasses a number of variations, to differing 
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degrees, across the service, as outlined below, the most significant area of 
overspend relates to the cost of Looked After Children placements. In particular 
external residential placements account for £2.2m of the forecast overspend  as a 
result of 11 placements in excess of  the budgeted number. 

 
5.4.1 Assessment and Intervention Service (£297,000 under spend): Staffing 

levels, turnover and vacancies have led to staffing costs for the year being 
currently projected some £299,000 below budget, after providing for some 
usage of agency staff.  
 

5.4.2 Supervised remand provision is contributing  an underspend of £56,000, 
following review by the Head of Service, as a result of the placement 
service not currently being fully utilised. 

 
5.4.3 Support payments for people with no recourse to public funds or under 

Section 17 of the 1989 Children Act, together with some areas of 
operational spending, are currently forecast to exceed the available budget 
provision by some £58,000. 
 

5.4.4 Looked After Children (LAC) (£3,384,000 over spend): At the beginning 
of the year there was an anticipated £1.571m pressure on the placements 
budget, and this has subsequently increased by £1,469,000.  This is some 
£517,000 more than projected at the end of September, and placement 
costs are now anticipated to be £3,040,000 above budget as shown in the 
table below.   

 
5.4.5 Projections are based on current placement numbers being maintained 

until the year end, unless there are identified placement end dates known. 
These costs exclude Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking Children.  

 

 
The figures in the above table are subject to rounding and may not calculate exactly 

 
5.4.6 At the beginning of the year the average IFA placement cost was £44,878. 

This was in excess of the budgeted unit cost and contributed towards the 
initial pressure identified. As a result of increased needs and support 
requirements of this client group this unit cost has subsequently increased 
further to £46,968. 
 

5.4.7 Additionally there have been 9 short term, but high cost, parent and baby 
placements which has added a further unexpected cost and further 

December 2017

Average
Av Unit 

Cost
Budget

Average 

Predicted 

No.s

Av Unit 

Cost

Estimated 

Outturn

Budget 

Pressure

Nos £ £ Nos £ £ £

External Residential 9.02 137,151 1,237,100 19.85 175,355 3,480,788 2,243,688

Independent Fostering Agency (IFA) 37.86 39,379 1,491,000 30.76 52,767 1,623,121 132,121

In-House Fostercare 189.10 23,253 4,397,250 220.58 21,631 4,771,369 374,119

Adoption 41.81 8,371 350,000 64.58 8,238 532,056 182,056

Residence 37.24 4,834 180,000 17.50 4,625 80,935 -99,065

Special Guardianship 93.56 6,289 588,400 139.58 5,697 795,246 206,846

TOTAL 8,243,750 11,283,514 3,039,764

Budget Current Projection

Placement Type
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increased the IFA unit cost to the £52,767 shown in the table. 
 

5.4.8 Four secure placements (including one current placement) to date this 
year have generated a £380,000 overspend, whilst other placement 
support costs are adding a further £36,000 overspend. Overall the table 
above shows that just under 11.00 FTE external residential placements 
over and above the number provided for in the budget account for £2.243m 
of the total projected overspend. Over this year, all placement decisions 
have been individually approved by the Deputy Director, Children and 
Families. All have been unavoidable, as the only way the council has been 
able to provide a safe placement for the young people concerned. The 
young people have complex needs and have generally experienced 
significant placement instability. Foster carers and in some cases our own 
in house residential care, have been unable to meet those needs 
effectively. To prevent the need for these placements the Council needs 
to try to improve local placement stability. The plan for this involves 
stepping up expert specialist mental health advice for social workers and 
foster carers to help them meet the needs of the young people at risk. 
Investment in support for staff and carers has been secured from the 
Public Health Transformation Fund to help with this. Additional demand 
management measures this year have included the creation of two new 
services: the Prevention and Early Help service working to reduce demand 
into statutory services, and more recently  the Edge of Care service 
working to prevent admission of children and young people, particularly 
teenagers, into care.  
 

5.4.9 Expenditure on looked after children this year is also significantly affected 
by the increase in the number of unaccompanied asylum seeking children 
under the age of 18 (UAMs) who have arrived in Portsmouth. The 
unfunded costs of this pressure, spread across budgets, are currently 
estimated to be around £1m in total. The council has lobbied the 
Government to strengthen the National Transfer Scheme through which 
responsibility for UAMs is shared across local authorities. Currently the 
scheme is voluntary and is not working effectively to achieve its aim of a 
fairer distribution of costs between authorities.  
 

5.4.10 Reduced income expectations arising from the "sale" of adoption places 
are generating an anticipated overspend of £133,000 

 
5.4.11 Staffing underspends as a result of turnover and vacancies provide an 

underspend of £205,000. 
 

5.4.12 Safeguarding & Monitoring (£61,000 under spend): due to vacant posts 
within the young carers team who have transferred from public health and 
an underspend within the Portsmouth Children's Safeguarding Board.  

 
5.4.13 Support Activities (£20,000 over spend): Recruitment and retention 

(golden hello) payments and delay in delivery of savings from the 
development of a Regional Adoption Agency are forecast to add pressures 
of  £79,000  which is largely offset by reduced expenditure within the 
training and ICT budgets. 
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6 Capital 
 

6.1 Shown below is the current approved capital programme, and payments made to 
date. Funding for all schemes was approved by Council on 9th February 2017. 

 
6.2 Whilst there has been no spend to date shown on the software replacement 

significant work has been undertaken on  the competitive procurement process 
with a contract placement expected by the end of January. 

 

 
 

 
 

7 Summary 
 

7.1 The portfolio revenue budget is currently overspending and can broadly be 
attributed to placement costs as described in section 5 of this report. Other 
pressure areas and delayed savings delivery have been broadly offset by in year 
savings, primarily from staffing turnover and vacancies. 
 

7.2 Significant work has already been undertaken in the past to establish whether the 
Looked After Children and Safeguarding services more generally are costly or not, 
compared to our statistical neighbours. Establishing this provides a guide to the 
extent to which savings / efficiencies might be achievable. The evidence gathered 
to date indicates that the cost of Safeguarding, compared to our statistical 
neighbours, is low whilst performance is also comparatively low. Scope to make 
significant savings therefore, although possible, would appear limited. 

 
 
8 Equality impact assessment (EIA) 
 

8.1 An equality impact assessment is not required as the recommendations do not 
have a negative impact on any of the protected characteristics as described in the 
Equality Act 2010. There is no change to policy or service and through the budget 
review process equality impact assessments would be undertaken on an individual 
basis as required. 

 
 
 

Scheme

Current 

Approved 

Budget

Actual Spend to 

December 2017

Forecast 

Spend

£ £ £

Adaptations to Foster Carer Properties 195,000 85,724 195,000

Children's Case Management Software Replacement 1,907,000 1,907,000

Tangier Road Children's Home 495,000 40,546 495,000

Beechside Children's Home 55,000 3,379 55,000

Total 2,652,000 129,649 2,652,000
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9 Legal comments 
 

9.1 There are no legal implications arising directly from the recommendations in this 
report.  
 

 
10 Director of Finance comments 
 

10.1 Financial comments are contained within the body of the report.  
 
 
 

……………………………………………… 
Chris Ward, Director of Finance and Section 151 Officer  
 
Background list of documents: Section 100D of the Local Government Act 1972 
 
The information upon which this report has been based has been drawn from a variety of 

sources; however much of the information used is held in budget files prepared by 
the Children and Education Finance Team. Please contact Richard Webb, Finance 
Manager, if required. 

 
The recommendation(s) set out above were approved/ approved as amended/ deferred/ 

rejected by the Cabinet Member for Children and Families on 1 March 2018 
 
 
 
……………………………………………… 
Signed by: Cabinet Member   
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